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PRESS:

17
18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

(Gavel).

The Council's Committee on Budget

19

and Finance will come to order.

20

present is Mr. Carroll, Ms. Johnson, Mr. Mateo,

21

Mr. Molina, Mr. Nishiki, and Mr. Pontanilla.

22

Chair excuses Mr. Kane and Ms. Tavares.

23

This morning

The

Members, you have four items before you on

24

the agenda this morning:

Item 37, a proposed

25

resolution and bill for an ordinance relating to a
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1

$50,000 grant from the State Department of Health

2

for a start healthy -- Start Living Healthy Program;

3

Item 22, our continuation of our discussion on the

4

real property tax system; Item 19 and 23, both

5

regard to the same $100,000 transfer of funds for a

6

CIP request from the Department of Public Works.
But before we move to testimony, unless there

7

8

is anyone that has signed up for testimony -- and,

9

Members, we have this morning eight people.

Is

10

there anyone wishing to give testimony on our first

11

item, Number 37, the $50,000 grant from the State

12

Department of Health?

13

notified so that you may give your comments before

14

we take up the item by the Committee.

15

for Item 37?

16

ITEM NO. 37:

17
18
19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

If there is, we ask to be

Any request

PROPOSED RESOLUTION ACCEPTING GRANT FUNDS
FROM THE STATE OF HAWAII, DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH; AND PROPOSED BILL AMENDING THE
FISCAL YEAR 2004 BUDGET RELATING TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND HUMAN CONCERNS
(START LIVING HEALTHY PROGRAM)
(C.C. No. 03-295)

Seeing none.

The Chair will now ask Deputy

21

Director of the Department of Human Concerns,

22

Mr. Andaya, if you have any comments regarding Item

23

37.

24
25

MR. ANDAYA:

Mr. Andaya.
Good morning, Mr. Chair and Members of the

Budget and Finance Committee.

My name is Herman
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1

Andaya, Deputy Director of Department of --

2

Department of Housing and Human Concerns.

3

Living Healthy is a Statewide initiative to promote

4

healthy life styles for Hawaii's people.

5

into a contract with the State to implement health

6

promotion and education services to support the

7

public education campaign for the Healthy Hawaii

8

Initiative.

Start

We entered

The contract amount is for $50,000.

The funding is derived -- was derived from

9

10

the tobacco settlement fund that was received by the

11

State of Hawaii.

12

and educational activities aimed at increasing

13

physical activity, increase the consumption of

14

vegetables and fruits, and decrease the use of

15

tobacco products throughout the County of Maui.

16

contract further specifies that the educational

17

program must target children, youth, and adults.

18

that in a nutshell is what the Start Living Healthy

19

Project is.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23
24
25

Thank you, Deputy Director.
Mr. Pontanilla, questions or comments

21
22

This program involves promotional

regarding this consideration?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No questions, no comment.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki?
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1

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Molina?
No.

Mr. Mateo?
Thank you, Mr. Chair, yes.

Good morning, Mr. Andaya.

6

Just as a -- my

7

own information, this particular program with the

8

$50,000 to provide this specific service, will this

9

also include the need to hire additional staff to

10

11
12
13

run the program?
MR. ANDAYA:

No, Councilmember Mateo.

We've already hired

a coordinator for this -- for this program.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And that's -- to pay that

\.

14

coordinator, none of this $50,000 will be used for

15

that coordinator?

16

MR. ANDAYA:

Part -- part of the 50,000 goes towards that

17

coordinator.

18

percent of that amount goes towards the coordinator.

19

I believe the -- 20 percent, 20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And to continue -- is this just a

20

demonstration project, so to speak, or is this a

21

planned, ongoing type of program that you'll be

22

pursuing additional funds for?

23

MR. ANDAYA:

Actually we received Council approval last

24

year for the same monies, so it's -- it has been

25

ongoing since last year.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank your Mr. Chair.

Good morning r Ms. Johnson.

Good morning.

Questions?
Yes r I just wanted to find out if

6

the monies that are passing through are from the

7

tobacco settlement fund?

8

MR. ANDAYA:

That's correct.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I think this r Mr. Chair r is

10

one of the examples that it is a good use of the

11

money and it has a rational nexus to the issue at

12

hand.

13

think that in this holiday season hopefully the

14

message is not lost that we start living healthy.

15

wouldn't attest to the food that we all ate last

16

evening r however.

17
18
19

So I do support this kind of a program r and I

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

Thank your Mr. Chair.

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll r any questions or

comments?
Members, the Chair will be recommending r with

20

no objections r to allow our Committee Staff to work

21

with the appropriate administrative people to make

22

minor changes in Section lr as also to bring some

23

clarity and consistency in minor form to the

24

proposed resolution.

25

members at this time what those minor adjustments

I will have Tamara inform the
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8

will be.
MS. KOLLER:

Tamara.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

As mentioned on the

3

bill, in Section 1 at the following Start Living

4

Healthy we'd like to add in the amount of $50,000.

5

This is a standard format that we use in -- in other

6

bills like this, and in light of what Deputy

7

Director Andaya just mentioned, that this would

8

would pay for some salaries, I think we need to

9

consider adding something on page 2 of the bill

10

under Section N, when we have Start Living Healthy,

11

maybe we could ask the Deputy Corporation Counsel to

12

give us language in there.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Corporation Counsel.

14

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I was just

15

discussing the issue about personnel for the Start

16

Living Healthy Program with Herman, and it looks

17

it sounds like the staff that they've hired --

18

they've hired one person, but that person is hired

19

via contract, so there

20

a County employee.

21

MS. KOLLER:

they -- the person is not

Then we won't need to add anything in there.

22

If it was a County employee, we would need to add

23

like we did in our other grants, but we should be

24

okay.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.
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9

Mr. Kane.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

We also have present, Members, the Director

4

of the Department, Ms. Alice Lee.

5

questions for Ms. Lee, or, Ms. Lee, if you wish to

6

give any comments on your Department's request this

7

morning?

8

will give another opportunity for anyone to provide

9

comment or questions regarding this item.

She has indicated no.

If there's any

Members, the Chair

If not,

10

the Chair's recommendation would be to recommend to

11

the Council

12

MS. KOLLER:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MS. KOLLER:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MS. KOLLER:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

Yes.
I'm sorry.

Did you want me to go over the

minor changes in the --

16

19

Mr. Chair.

Yes, I'm sorry.
-- in the reso?
I am sorry.

Thank you.

Resolution

adjustments.
MS. KOLLER:

Thank you.

As we had mentioned at our last

21

meeting, the Deputy Corporation Counsel and Council

22

Services have worked together and we have a template

23

that we're trying for consistency, so we have some

24

minor places that we need to make some changes.

25

the third whereas, the second line from the end,
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where it says/

"the Council may pass a resolution/"

2

that would be "the Council may adopt a resolution."

3

And then in the be it resolved paragraphs, there

4

will be some minor changes just to -- primarily in

5

the -- the second one, just to

6

documents necessary/" and then it would read,

7

process and accept such funds, including any

8

amendments thereto."

9

"certified copies of this resolution be

where we say,

"all

"to

And then in Number 3/ that

10

transmitted/" and then continue with the language on

11

that.

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, any comments?

Any objections to

the recommended adjustments to the resolution?

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objections.

Okay, thank you very much.

If there are no

16

other comments or questions for our representatives,

17

the Chair's recommendation will be to/ one,

18

recommend to the Council adoption of the proposed

19

resolution as it will be revised.

20

on first reading a bill for an ordinance to accept

21

the $50/000 grant from the State Department of

22

Health for the Department of Housing and Human

23

Concerns, and filing of all attached communications.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Second, passage

So moved.
Second.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

I have a motion from Mr. Mateo r seconded

from Mr. Molina.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Discussion, Members?
No discussion.

Anyone else?

5

OkaYr thank you.

6

lIaye.

II

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

VOTE: AYES:

Opposed say

13
14

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

Motion is carried.

Thank your Mr. Andaya.
MR. ANDAYA:

21

II

Recommending ADOPTION of revised
resolution, FIRST READING of bill, and
FILING of communication.

ACTION:

18

20

no .

MOTION CARRIED.

15
16

II

Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla, Vice-Chair
Nishiki, and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Tavares.

10

12

Mr. Kaner any questions?

All in favor of the motion r say

7

11

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you very much.

Thank your Budget Director.

Thank your Mr. Chair r Members.
Thank you, Budget Director.

Good to see

you againr Dani r Mr. Agsalog.
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank your Mr. Chairman r and Merry

Christmas.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Merry Christmas to you too.

24

MR. AGSALOG:

And to the members also.

25

ITEM NO. 22:

REVIEWING, REVISING AND ESTABLISHING REAL
PROPERTY CLASSIFICATIONS (MISC.)
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12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members, we will now attend with our

2

public testimony portion of the meeting before we

3

continue with the agenda.

4

forward, please state your name, your organization,

5

if you do represent one, and you have three minutes

6

to give your comments.

7

the Staff will indicate such time has elapsed and

8

you will have up to one additional minute to

9

conclude.

Those that will be coming

At the three-minute mark,

We also ask anyone with cell phones,

10

pagers, and other equipment to please have it turned

11

off.

12

allow interruptions in this meeting.

13

first person we have is Mr. Bill Tavares.

The Chair consistently rules that we will not
Okay, the

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

14
15

MR. TAVARES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MR. TAVARES:

Good morning.
Good morning.
Thank you for giving me, once again, the

18

privilege to speak to this group.

I watched the

19

Budget and Finance Committee meeting of December 2nd

20

and was deeply disturbed to hear a statement made

21

that any change to the present tax system --

22

property tax system would take a year to implement.

23

A year?

24

reform of the system, waiting and fearing that we

25

might be the next person to be driven from our

We've already waited 15 years for a major
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13

homes.
COMET strongly asserts that it will not

3

tolerate a year's wait for urgent relief from the

4

dangerous wounds inflicted on property owners by a

5

destructive tax system.

6

freeze on current taxes r immediate r a roll back to

7

the year 2000 level tax level r and an annual

8

increase in property taxes based on that year 2000

9

tax of no more than $2 r OOO [sic]

COMET proposes an immediate

r

very simple to

10

applYr with a new assessment being made only at the

11

time the property is sold.

12

equitable Circuit Breaker.

13

We also ask for more

Walter Lewis r leader of the Ohana Kauai

14

property tax reform grouPr told me that they had

15

opted to secure a Charter amendment in order to gain

16

their objectives instead of appealing to the Council

17

because they are not convinced that their Council

18

would act swiftly and decisively.

19

COMET did not have any recourse but to continue

20

lobbying this Council for tax reform as it has done

21

for the past 15 years.

22

embarrassing if the Ohana Kauai attained its

23

objectives before this Council did what it should do

24

immediately?

25

I told him that

Wouldn't it be embarrassing r

Now r listen to this next point.
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1

informed me of a very interesting practice I had

2

never heard of before called capital T, capital E,

3

capital L, total expenditure limitation.

4

program counties or states would be limited in their

5

annual expenditures to the prior year's expenditures

6

plus added cost due to population increase and

7

inflation.

8

that possibility and restore the public's confidence

9

in government.

Under this

Perhaps this Council could look into

This Council recently showed it can be

10
11

forceful, courageous, and decisive when it faces an

12

emotional and divisive issue.

13

swiftly and decisively regarding COMET's support

14

COMET's proposal.

15

carefully --

We exhort you to move

And we ask you to listen

16

MR. TAGUCHI:

Three minutes.

17

MR. TAVARES:

-- to the testimony of COMET's supporters

18

and pay especially close attention to our expert on

19

Proposition 13, Tony Fisher, who will follow me.

20

The public is growing increasingly angry and

21

frustrated.

22

can no longer say with pride Maui no ka oi.

Time is running out for all of us.

We

23

Now, attached to your -- the copy of the talk

24

that I have passed out to all of the Council members

25

is a note that we got from a real estate company in
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1

Paia, and these things irritate the heck out of us.

2

Look very quickly.

3

November, $2,616,000 in sales, two weeks of

4

November.

For the first two weeks of

Coming sales on the left, $27,907,000.

5

MR. TAGUCHI:

Four minutes.

6

MR. TAVARES:

The total, 30 million plus.

Can you imagine

7

what that will do to our assessments and our taxes?

8

Thank you very much.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Tavares.

10

Mr. Tavares?

11

move down.

12

Any questions for

Welre going to start from one end and
WeIll start with Mr. Pontanilla.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

The examples

13

that you show, for sale, closed November, what does

14

Band B stands for?

i5

MR. TAVARES:

What does what?

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

MR. TAVARES:

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

MR. TAVARES:

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

MR. TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

MR. TAVARES:

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

MR. TAVARES:

BIB?

I donlt know.

I just got this in the mail.

Bedroom/ba~h.

Huh?
Bedroom and bath.

Bathroom.

Oh, bathroom and bath, okay.
Bedroom.

Bedroom.

Band B.

Oh, okay.

I donlt know.

I just got this in
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1

the mail.

2

million in sales.

3
4

Startling figures, in two weeks nearly $3
Any other questions?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, on the for sale at 127

Aleiki Place, I guess.

5

MR. TAVARES:

Aleiki Place?

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

7

MR. TAVARES:

Yeah, that's $7 million.

That, I think, I'm not sure, but she's not

8

here this morning, but I think it's the -- probably

9

Lyle Betgar's property.

10
11
12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I'm not --

Yeah, I understand there was a

woman the last time over here that -MR. TAVARES:

It may not be the same property.

Hers was 6

13

million.

14

not the same.

15

for over $5 million?

Just imagine the impact on all

16

of us.

Intolerable.

17

those comments, but that's me.

18
19

I don't know if this is the same.

It is

Can you imagine, two properties going

Intolerable.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I shouldn't add

Thank you, Bill.

Thank you,

Chair.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki.

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Bill, when you pose this cut

22

out here in front of your testimony and in your

23

proposal to us today -- and during the last meeting

24

there are two things that you're addressing

25

that if we took this assessment and taxed them at
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1

the property -- at the time the property is sold,

2

therefore, we would be generating taxes based on

3

sale price of that property, in your COMET proposal.

4

MR. TAVARES:

Yeah, I guess

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Number two, you would then

~-

your

6

other concern is the fact that at these prices in

7

these different areas property taxes would be

8

computed on these recent sales.

9

us that really are not speculating but using our

Therefore, those of

10

places as homes may be affected by the increase in

11

the sales.

12,

MR. TAVARES:

Not may be.

13

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Will be.

Yeah.

And finally, the statement

14

that you mentioned about we've been waiting or you

15

said you watched this program of December 2nd

16

meeting and you heard probably the Director of

17

Finance

18

MR. TAVARES:

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

Well, I heard it -dispense the fact that any change

would take a year to implement.

21

MR. TAVARES:

Uh-huh.

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

MR. TAVARES:

What are you saying to that?

I say this, that in 1991 I don't recall that

24

they said we'd have to wait.

25

for four years.

They froze the taxes

We didn't even ask for that.
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VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

MR. TAVARES:

Right, okay.

So I think it can be done.

One more last

3

comment, if I may, Mr. Chair.

I just got a call

4

from a man in Montana.

5

and a lot of relatives too.

6

so often to teach -- what's it called, Kempo?

7

very well-known.

8

have it written down.

9

know this, in Montana they did propose similar

I have friends over there,
He comes to Maui every

I forgot his name right now.

legislation based on Prop 13.

11

Prop 13 100 percent.

12

it?

Now, we're not buying

13

industry.

14

say we have a very fine real estate man on our

15

Executive Committee.

He said you know who stopped

Do you know who stopped it?

The real estate

The real estate industry.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I

He said, Bill, I want you to

10

16

He's

I'm happy to

That's all I wanted to say.

Yeah, it would be interesting to see

17

how much real estate sales we've had and what that

18

increase would be in collected property tax based on

19

that, but anyway, I'll ask that of this

20

Administration.

21
22

MR. TAVARES:

But I hope this is a revealing thing.

stunned me when I saw it.

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Molina.
Thank you, Chairman.
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Good morning, Mr. Tavares.

1

2

MR. TAVARES:

Good morning.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

With regard to the movement on

4

Kauai, the Ohana Kauai tax reform group, you

5

indicated in your testimony that they -- they're not

6

convinced that the Council there is taking steps

7

like this Council.

8
9

MR. TAVARES:

Well, that's putting it gently.

You know, I

didn't want to embarrass them, but they just said

10

no, we're not going to rely on the Council.

11

we have no recourse.

12

our last electorate

13

the voters in order to avoid having to come through

14

you again.

15

public hearing and then you'd say yes or no.

16

don't want -- we don't want to get 8,000 votes and

17

then have you say no.

18

It's very difficult, you know, to get 16,000 voters

19

to sign this petition that we - - so that we could

20

put it on the next ballot in the year 2004.

21

I said

We have to get 20 percent of
electoral vote, 20 percent of

If we get only 10 percent, you'd call a
We

But can we get 16,000 votes?

So they're willing to wait two years to get

22

what they want, two years.

23

other approach.

24

reasons.

25

takes too long to get all those signatures, too, if

They've given up on any

We're not giving up for two

One, we have faith in you.

Secondly, it
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1

we were to go that way.

2

good, hard think.

3

not just us in Kuau, huh-uhf those toad homes are

4

springing up allover the place, you know.

5

I've got that --

6
7

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

We are in desperate straights,

Okay,

We'll try our best to keep your

faith in us, Mr. Tavares.
MR. TAVARES:

Thank you, former student of mine.

Thank

you very much.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

MR. TAVARES:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. TAVARES:

15

So give it -- give it a

You were a good student too.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MR. TAVARES:

Thank you.
hold on, Bill.

Mr.
Oh.

Bill.

Why do you put me on the hot seat all

the time now?

16

Thank you.

Okay.

See what happens when you go first.
I want to set the tone, but no hostility,

18

just a lot of fervent feeling here, fervent feeling.

19

Go ahead.

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That would be fine.

Mr. Mateo, no

questions?

22

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No questions.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson?

No.

Mr. Kane?
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Good morning, Mr. Tavares.

2

3

MR. TAVARES:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good morning.
Immediate freeze on current taxes,

COMET proposal, a roll back to year·2000 tax level.

6

MR. TAVARES:

Uh-huh.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

First question is what -- what gave

what reason did COMET use the 2000 tax

8

COMET

9

level as their request?

10

MR. TAVARES:

We wish we could go back to the date of

11

purchase, but we can't go that far back, because our

12

friend from Hana said, but I think I got the advice

13

of a real estate man on that approximately, that

14

year.

15

anything this side of the year 2000.

16

as you can.

That's negotiable, but I hope it's not

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

MR. TAVARES:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

Go back as far

And the real estate man is here?

Well, he's on this island.
And that person proposed this date

and you folks just accepted that?

21

MR. TAVARES:

No, no, we didn't just accept

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

MR. TAVARES:

I'm just trying to understand, yeah.

Yeah, no, I just -- we knew we had to give a

24

year.

25

situation is -- it is a little bit different.

Now, Kauai took 1998.

I don't know if their
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1

They're a lot smaller.

2

people on the island, all that, but they took 1998,

3

'99.

4

be honest with you.

5

it to be too close to the year 2003, okay.

6

know, push it back as far as you can.

7

honest question, and I'll answer it honestly.

8
9

10

They don't have as many

We just said that sort of arbitrarily.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'll

And -- but we just don't want

The other question.

You

That's an

Have -- is the 2

percent -- no more than 2 percent increase every
year?

11

MR. TAVARES:

Yeah.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

MR. TAVARES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That's correct, yeah?

That's right, yeah.
And that will be -- what was taken

15

into consideration to come up with 2 percent?

16

taken from some other model some place else?

17

MR. TAVARES:

Is it

Well, I remember when we tried this in 19 --

18

we started in '88 and in 1991 we -- up to that point

19

we were saying I think -- I think it was 3 percent.

20

I can't quite recall.

21

because Kauai said that and it's just an arbitrary

22

figure too, but we said

23

though, which we have left out, was the annual

24

increase in your Social Security payment, whichever

25

is the less -- lesser of the two.

It's just that I think

or what they said too,

So

~
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1

2 percent, then, is a good point to work with.

2

There was no real deep thinking in ascertaining what

3

percentage r but I've always liked even numbers.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So you would agree that it's

5

important for us to think deeply about these

6

numbers.

7

MR. TAVARES:

I would say you have to analyze.

That's why

8

we hope if you give yourself a year -- and I don't

9

think the County in 1991 went broke when they froze

10

taxes for fours years beyond our belief.

We never

11

thought they would do that.

12

for four years and there were dire remarks from all

13

sources r including the then Mayor.

14

to lose millions of dollars.

15

seeing this County move forward in all kinds of

16

construction.

17

recession started, I think,

18

the start of the Japanese economic collapse/ and I

19

hope it doesn't take another collapse to do it.

20

But, you know, I heard a man up here the

21

other day saying, you know, and property values

22

dropped r we were very happy when property values

23

dropped that year.

24

thousands of dollars in an investment.

25

but I was happy property values went down, honest to

But they froze taxes

Oh r we're going

Heck r

I just kept

Of course wasn't that the year the
'91.

I think that was

My own brother-in-law lost
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God.

I -- honest.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

5
6

7

I better not say that.

Thank you, Mr. Tavares.

Mr. Carroll?

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you very

much for your testimony.
MR. TAVARES:

Thank you.

Oh, you saw this headline,

$559,000 average single home selling for.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, we do, and we can share with you that

8

Kauai County and Maui County, though we are sister

9

counties, their program is much different from ours,

10
11
12
13

Mr. Tavares.
MR. TAVARES:

You mean their proposal or their

expenditures?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Their expenditures.

They do not support

14

non-profits and social services to the level and

15

degree that this County does.

16

MR. TAVARES:

Well, maybe some day we're going to have to

17

look at that angle too, and I'm a very generous man.

18

I'll show you my contributions.

19
20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I can tell you we do that annually.

Next

will be Mr. Fisher.
MR. FISHER:

Good morning.

I'm going to take

and I'm

22

going to be quick today_

23

because that three minutes gets up quickly_

24

got an outline of what I'm going to talk about, plus

25

a copy of a letter that I gave to Mr. Kane this

I'm not going to
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1

morning which reflects an answer to some questions

2

that you asked two weeks ago.
I think that what Bill just talked about is

3
4

the biggest single element of this r and that is the

5

tax percent increase has not kept up with the

6

increase in the value of the property.

7

a look and saYr gee r taxes went up -- I wish

8

Mr. Regan were here this morning r but how much have

9

taxes gone up each year in the last ten years r as an

If you take

10

example?

What Bill just showed you on the -- in the

11

newspaper is that the value of real estate has gone

12

up this much and the value of taxes r the increaser

13

has gone up this much.

14

of what the people in California were so mad about

15

when they passed Proposition 13.

And that's the whole essence

Second element there r the untaxed amount of

16

17

property is huge.

I meanr this is not nickels and

18

dimes.

19

income that you are presently getting from the

20

property.

21

says that you have taxable capacity within the way

22

that the County is organized to go out and collect

23

double the amount of taxes you're presently

24

receiving and it's perfectly legal r because that's

25

the value of the propertYr but you have no way of

My personal estimate is it's double the

Double.

Now r that's a scary number.
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getting to that value with the scheme that is

2

presently used in coming up with a new appraisal

3

each year.

4

98 percent of the United States does it that way.

5

This is not some crazy thing that they do in Maui.

6

This is the perfectly normal way of doing it.

7

increasing economy such as Maui, though, it costs.

8

Taxing the amount is not a tax increase.

9

merely keeping up with the true property value.

10
11

It's not bad.

That's a great idea.

By the way, that's about

In an

It is

That's why Prop 13.

Then the next element.

I mentioned

12

Proposition 2 1/2 in Massachusetts.

13

Massachusetts for a lot of years.

14

college friend who has lived in Massachusetts all of

15

his life.

16

big eight companies.

17

Fred, we used to call it Tax-achusetts.

18

going on since the Prop -- passed Proposition 2 1/2?

19

He said you don't hear any complaints anymore.

20

People are very happy.

21

question about why 2 percent.

22

to go California a little bit better, so they said

23

make it 2 1/2 percent, but it works fundamentally

24

the same.

25

slowed government growth.

He's a CPA.

I lived in
I called my best

Worked in one of the big -He's now retired.

And I said,
What's

Now, somebody was asking the
Massachusetts wanted

He said to me that it has absolutely
It is not out of control.
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1

On the other hand { if they just spent $15 billion

2

building the Big Dig in Boston{ they're not hurting

3

for money.

4

system.

And it uses the acquisition value

And so I say let's fix the Maui County system

5
6

and increase revenue.

There's got to be 50 percent

7

more revenue available immediately and it doesn't

8

hurt the person that Mr. Nishiki was talking about a

9

little while ago.

New home buyers, many being

10

off-island newcomers will pay more than long-term

11

residents, but both love the concept because you've

12

got the annual ceiling on the increase.

13

Maui's present system is bad for long-time residents

14

and favors new residents.

That doesn't make any

15

sense.

and Bill is absolutely

16

correct.

17

Prop 13 -- is fairer for all taxpayers, simpler, and

18

less expensive to administer, has a transition plan,

19

because it's been twice that we know of, Prop 2 1/2

20

and Prop 13, has already worked, and 65 of

21

Californians recently revoted to keep it, and it

22

works in Massachusetts too.

23

Prop 13 concept
It's not Prop 13.

I beat you this time.

24

appreciate the opportunity.

25

here.

It is the concept of

Thank you.
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1

Fortunately somewhere in the next seven days I will

2

divest myself of the last piece of real estate that

3

I have in California and I'm done not because it's

4

bad r but because I don't live there anymore.

5

is my home.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, sir.

Thank you, Mr. Fisher.

Questions for

7

Mr. Fisher, Members, this morning?

8

start with Mr. Kane this time.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

This

Yeah, we'll

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good morning, Mr. Fisher.

10
11

MR. FISHER:

Good morning.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you for your comments.

When

13

you use the term in the Prop 2 1/2 of slower

14

government growth, are there specific components of

15

government that -- that's being referenced?

16

just trying to understand it.

17

follow-up to our Chair's comments about how this

18

County compared to other Counties here in the State

19

have -- have more of a tendency to support the

20

social services, the people who need the help.

21

so when you talk about slower government growth, are

22

you talking about weaning social services or is

23

there anything that you have to say with respects to

24

that -- that blanket remark that you have in here as

25

far as slowing government growth?

And it's kind of a

524-2090
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1

mean?

2

MR. FISHER:

Be -- notwithstanding the Teddy Kennedys of

3

the world, Massachusetts is undoubtedly the largest

4

social giving State in the United States out of all

5

50.

6

than any other State.

7

California, however, was that they were getting out

8

of control.

9

what it has done is slowed down.

They have more social services by a long shot
What they were doing, like

People were paying for anything, and
Again, my friend

10

who -- again, who I went to college with says that

11

it has slowed the growth, but they still, in his

12

estimation -- and he is more conservative than

13

perhaps the Kennedys are.

14

still extremely

15

to use.

16

but liberal in their social services aspect, which

17

the specifics of it, I've got a copy of Prop 2 1/2

18

and, you know, it gets into debt exclusion and pre

19

2 1/2 -- Prop 2 and a half debt exclusions, et

20

cetera, et cetera.

21

document in a lot of ways than Prop 13 is because

22

they took Prop 13 and then they massaged it for a

23

more socially acceptable kind of thing.

24

it is slower, but it is not slow.

25

like a -- what Texas might be as an example.

He says that there is

liberal I guess is the right word

I hate to use it.

It's too broad a term,

It is a much more complex

So I think

It is not slow
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answer your question?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Somewhat.

It seems like we would

3

have to take the recommendation of Mr. Tavares and

4

think deeply and do our homework.

5

yourself, that the Massachusetts version

6

is much more complex.

7

to figure out between quick and decisive and think

8

deeply and be deliberate in our approach to how

9

we're going to make a tax change or structural

10
11

You said it
version

And for us -- I'm just trying

change.
MR. FISHER:

I think the State of Massachusetts, of course

12

which is a much larger political entity than the

13

county of Maui, is going to be a much more complex

14

thing.

15

As I say, it was

16

date of the town that I lived in's incorporation.

17

So there is a lot more things that have gone on back

18

there that do not exist in the County of Maui.

19

is much, much, much smaller.

They've got -- and they date back forever.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

MR. FISHER:

1619 or something I think is the

Maui

It's all relative, though, uh?

Absolutely.

But I mean we don't need this

22

big a solution when the issue is this big, and to

23

that extent there doesn't make any sense to put

24

County -- Corporation Counsel I'm sure would agree

25

that there isn't any reason to put a whole bunch of
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1

verbiage in that has nothing to do with things that

2

pertain to the County of Maui.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

MR. FISHER:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. FISHER:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

MR. FISHER:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12
13

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you.
Thank you.
Did you get a copy of my letter?
Yes / I did.

We all do/ Mr. Fisher.
Right in front of me.

Thank you.
Mr. Carroll/ any questions?

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you/ Chair.

Mr. Fisher/

14

coming back to Massachusetts' version/ the limit

15

taxes to 2 1/2 -- 2 1/2 percent/ is that on an

16

annual basis or --

17

MR. FISHER:

Yes.

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Annual basis.

And for that

19

State/ when they do their taxes/ does it include

20

like/ you know/ property taxes?

21

mentioned that probably the social services are also

22

in there.

23

up/ things like that?

You know/ you just

What about like services like trash pick

24

MR. FISHER:

This is just property taxes.

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Just property tax.
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MR. FISHER:

And there is one difference between

2

Massachusetts and California, which I think is

3

significant to mention, and that is when you arrive

4

at the value of a piece of property, Massachusetts

5

then taxes at 100 percent.

6

percent for residential and 75 percent for business,

7

so that the way that they attack it is a little bit

8

different, which is one of the reasons that I was

9

being facetious when I made the comment, which is

California taxes at 55

10

one of the reasons why it's 2 1/2 percent versus 2

11

percent.

12

period of enormous growth like the chart that Bill

13

Tavares showed on Maui.

But again, Massachusetts went through a

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki.

16

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.
Yeah.

Thank you, Chair.

You know, I want to bring up a

17

little history as far as for us in the Council and

18

what we did last year so that in case we're looking

19

for how we arrive at things, last year was a little

20

bit looking at -- and disturbing for me, and maybe

21

we need to look at this.

22

year, Mr. Chairman, was that we really pulled out

23

from last year, with no justification, that we're

24

going to raise unimproved residential and apartment.

25

There was really no justification as to why we chose

Because what we did last
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those categories other than we heard what it was and

2

we needed extra money to do the things that we

3

wanted to do in government.

4

justification for raising any property taxr despite

5

that we had a choice.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I mean ,that was the

Part of it also r to be fair r was to give

7

the best relief we could within one -- one taxation

8

rate.

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

And we gave it to the residential.

Homeowners r that's correct.
That's what we chose.

And so -- but

12

with no justification other than that was the policy

13

we chose.

14

Proposition -- Proposition 13 as the entire packager

15

but I'm looking at it from a point of in your

16

statement todaYr TonYr you mentioned that

17

Proposition 13 has not slowed government growth r

18

truer the State budget grew by 75 percent in the

19

first 12 years but not the property taxes to those

20

who stayed put.

21

sell and basically were truly the residents really

22

didn't have to carry the burden.

23

see occurred.

24
25

And I guess -- I'm not looking at

In other words r those that didn't

This is what I can

I guess my question is there must have
been -- and I don't know how we can look at itr but
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1

I'm sure that we know what real estate is selling

2

and how of an increase in -- in properties that have

3

been sold here in Maui County.

4

one of the fastest growing counties also gives me an

5

idea that despite that we're looking for

6

justification, we've not done our homework yet to

7

see how much sales have really occurred here in Maui

8

County.

9

percent in the first 12 years, do you

10
11

12

And so I guess my question is this 75

MR. FISHER:

can you

It went from 6 billion to almost 10 billion.

That was -VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

MR. FISHER:

In collection.

That was the number of the property taxes at

that point in time.

16

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

MR. FISHER:

18

--

equate that to dollars?

13

15

The fact that we're

Right.

Now, this is not the State budget.

You

understand that.

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

MR. FISHER:

Right.

This is the State's portion of the property

21

taxes.

It was 6 billion in 1977-'78 taxable year,

22

June to June.

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, so you don't have any facts to

24

give this Council in regards to perhaps what we

25

would collect in additional revenues based on sales
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in Maui County?

2

MR. FISHER:

I do not.

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

MR. FISHER:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

MR. FISHER:

I would love to sit down with --

I'd love to

-- Keith Regan
Yeah.

-- and spend a little time and go and come up

7

with a number for -- I was thinking about this over

8

the weekend.

9
10
11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

And even if we had to use a

conservative -- I'm sorry, go ahead.
MR. FISHER:

Finish up.

If it were plus or minus 3 percent, if we can

12

elect a president or a whatever based upon poll

13

numbers that are plus and minus 3 percent, who

14

cares?

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

MR. FISHER:

It's close enough.
Right.

I would like to see how much annually for the

17

last ten years the property taxes have increased on

18

a Countywide basis, and then taking the numbers that

19

he just showed here, how much did the property

20

values increase?

21

numbers is lost taxable revenue.

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

MR. FISHER:

The delta between those two

Yeah.

And it's a big number.

Now, I don't know how

24

big that number is, and I think your point is

25

extremely well taken.

I think it's a number that is
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1

worth researching.

2

if the County will give me resources from here to

3

look at their side.

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

MR. FISHER:

I would volunteer to do my part,

Right.

I've already talked to some real estate

6

people.

They say that those numbers are readily

7

available.

8

early part of January come back and say, here's what

9

had you been doing this for the last ten years, the

If we sit down and do it and maybe in

tax base would be a better way of

10

taxable

11

expressing it, would be this big rather than this

12

big.

13

that same house all that ten years says, but I would

14

have only gone up 2 percent.

15

And it means that the guy that's living in

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Right.

And in regards to fees for

16

services in which this Council has moved but moved

17

slowly, because, you know, we've had to increase the

18

gas tax for roads and road CIPs and then we increase

19

garbage pick up.

20
21
22

MR. FISHER:

Thank you.

I just put it out this morning

and I remembered that -VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

That

in that arena there is no

23

opposition by COMET to look at increases in these

24

areas to pay for the services?

25

MR. FISHER:

I think that the people who get the service
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1

to not unnecessarily 100 percent should pay for that

2

service.

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

MR. FISHER:

Okay.

We pay $144 a year for our trash collection,

5

and I saw a piece recently in The Maui News that

6

says it costs $250, I think was the round number, to

7

collect trash.

8

the home that 11m just selling in Palm Springs, I

9

pay $45.67 per month for trash collection.

10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

MR. FISHER:

Is that okay?

I guess.

I have

Okay.

So that's $600.

12

it is here.

13

They do it twice a week because of the heat.

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Why?

It's considerably more than

Because cost is greater there.

And finally, you heard the Chairman IS

15

statement about Maui County choosing to -- and it's

16

not that he favors it or not.

17

favored it, and that's the reason why it happened.

18

To support social service agencies -- and so

19

therefore, you know, I don't know if the -- that

20

reference was made to support increasing property

21

taxes.

22

that policy in supporting social services, who

23

should bear the burden, I guess, is the policy

24

question that we should make.

25

MR. FISHER:

The majority of us

I guess my question is if we choose to take

I guess my answer to your question -- and
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1

it's done every day of the week.

2

different sources.

3

passed this morning, as an example, dealt with the

4

fact that this is money coming from the State.

5

There's money coming from the State.

6

coming from the Federal government.

7

coming from taxpayers.

8

probably 100 different sources, some of which is

9

divvied up one way and some of which is divvied up

10

another way.

11

under pay.

12

It comes from

The first resolution that was

There's money
There's money

There's money coming from

Some people over pay, some people

My contention is that if the County of Maui

13

were to use the concept of an acquisition value

14

taxing system, there would be money that -- I put it

15

in the letter here.

16

updated IT systems, information technology, no

17

burned out cars on the highway, new roads when

18

needed and not ten years.

19

walked in on January 1st, or whenever it is, and

20

somebody said, you know what, we've got half again

21

as much -- as would be my estimate, half as much

22

revenue coming in as we had last year.

23

imagine that this group here would stand up,

24

applaud, scream, jump up and down and say there are

25

so many things we could do from a services

Imagine street sweepers,

Supposing you had
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standpoint that have never been done.

2

I lived in Newport Beach for 19 years.

3

single Thursday morning a truck came down the street

4

which had a sweeper on the back and cleaned our

5

streets.

6

island of Maui.

7

wealthy city.

8

it and it's sitting there not being tapped t I think

9

that's an error.

Every

I have never seen a street sweeper on the
Why?

Because that's a relatively

But if you've got the revenue to do

I think there's a better way of

10

doing that.

And I think that there are a lot of

11

things.

12

thing.

13

of things in this County which

14

respect t none of which I get paid fort but that's

15

neither here nor there.

16

we need to do that t but I think the money's there.

17

I don't think we need to tax more the people who

18

are -- have lived here for years and years and

19

years.

I think social services is a very good
I worked for the Maui Food Bank.

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

23

Thank you.

a~e

I do a lot

social in that

I think the issue is sure

I'm done.

Mr. Molina.

Yeah t thank you t Chairman.

Good

morning r Mr. Fisher.

24

MR. FISHER:

Good morning t Mr. Molina.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Staying on the topic o.f - - I guess
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we have untapped resources out there, and you

2

estimated double what we currently haver what is

3

your methodology?

4

how did you estimate that there's

5

MR. FISHER:

How did you -- I'm just curious r

Fundamentally took a look at my taxes for the

6

last three years and saw them going up about this

7

much and looked at things on the front page of The

8

Maui News and saw them going up this much and

9

said -- we used to use a term called Kentucky

10

windage.

It was kind of a -- it's around 50

11

percent.

It's a big number.

12

it's 40 r but it's not 2 percent r it's not 1 percent r

13

it's not a half of 1 percent.

14

tiny bit of moneYr and it's enough that I sit there

15

and I drive down through wailea

16

appointment tomorrow morning in Wailea with some

17

people r and I drive down there and I look around and

18

I think I know these people are not paying a tax

19

amount which is equivalent to somebody who lives in

20

Wailuku for 30 years.

21

disproportionately paying taxes.

22

that?

23

We take it and add them all up and do these kind of

24

things.

25

faster r and this is just a very simplistic way.

Maybe it's 60 r maybe

It's not a little

I've got an 8:30

I know that they are
And how do we fix

And you saYr wellr gee r that's what we do.

Yeahr but their values are going up much
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1

If it didn't work, I wouldn't be here.

If

2

Prop 13 was a failure -- you were not here two weeks

3

ago, but one of the things that I said was I, lived

4

in California long before Prop 13, during Prop 13,

5

and a long time after Prop 13.

6

The Chair's point is very good.

7

to go just superimposed on Maui County would be

8

utterly stupid, but -- first of all, it's a

9

Statewide system, not a Countywide.

The concept is good.
This is -- Prop 13

Last comment

10

that I make in the letter, as an example, Maui

11

County would be the first County in the United

12

States to use Prop 13 on a local basis.

13

great concept.

14

means we're number I, and by golly, we should have

15

the number one way of approaching these kinds of

16

things.

17

property taxation, as Prop 13 did on a Statewide

18

basis, for the smaller states particularly, there's

19

us and there's the Montanas, and Delawares, et

20

cetera.

21

worth doing a little more research on.

22

said, I put my hand up and say, I'll help.

23

help do the research and come back.

What a

I think, you know, Maui no ka oi

It might change the whole

struc~ure

of

I think it will work, and I think it's

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Thank you.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. FISHER:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Ms. Johnson?
Good morning.
Thank you very much for your comments

6

today, Mr. Fisher, and we appreciate your assisting

7

us.

8
9

MR. FISHER:

And I appreciate having the opportunity to

participate in your government.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, sir.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
I'm done with Mr. Fisher, but before

14

we move to the next testifier, I think it's

15

appropriate on the record to clarify that

16

Mr. Nishiki made a comment in prefacing his

17

questions with respects to what we did in our

18

previous budget cycle.

19

allowed to go without being confronted as that it

20

was irresponsible or that it had lacked any

21

justification, I think really undermines the effort

22

that this body put into the decision, which, by the

23

way, Mr. Nishiki was the lone no vote on that, and

24

that eight other members -- eight other members out

25

of Committee voted that recommendation to the full

And for a comment to be
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floor.
So for Mr. Nishiki to say that there was

2
3

absolutely no justification for what we did shows

4

that Mr. Nishiki probably wasn't paying attention to

5

the hours and hours of deliberation that this body

6

took in rendering a decision on how we're going to

7

move forward.

8

undermines the effort, again, that this body put

9

into that discussion.

"And quite frankly, I think it just

And I'm not going to get into

10

the specifics, but I'd be more than happy -- if

II.

Mr. Nishiki wants to have a discussion with me, I'd

12

be more than happy to enlighten him on what

13

justification was made to that discussion.

14

him to just blanket it out and say that what we did

15

had no justification, I think is an irresponsible

16

comment, and quite frankly, quite reckless to show

17

that this body was just doing stuff for the sake of

18

doing it to go find money.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

But for

That wasn't the effort.

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

20

Members, the Chair's comments, since it was

21

brought up -- I was going to make a comment before

22

Mr. Kaner but I can tell you that the Chair's point

23

of view in this is Mr. Nishiki will always have his

24

opportunity to give his perspective and his opinion

25

on what he believed he participated in and what not.
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We have minutes.

2

did last year.

3

the publicI a lot of organizations followed the

4

process.

5

last budget session

6

We have records.

We know what we

We had a lot of participation from

People like Mr. Tavares was here during
l

and I think we have done our

. best to communicate how we approached the budget

7

last year and that we did our best efforts to come

8

up with a fair and consistent method of looking at

9

taxation

10

l

but we all have our opinions

I

and I will

allow you to express your opinions.
And in the future

11

I

I would just caution all

12

members that while you express your thoughts

13

as yourself and as an individual.

14

this Committee will take is when a Committee makes a

15

Committee decision.

16

each of you expressing your own personal points of

17

view and what you believe on any issue or item

18

before this Committee.

19

your right, and I will continue to allow that to be

20

fully expressed by anyone, whatever the -- whatever

21

the Chair's position may be.

I

The only position

But I have no problems with

That is your opportunity and

Okay, Members, we still have a few more

22

23

people to listen to their points of view this

24

morning.

25

speak

MR. JONES:

Next we have Mr. Bob Jones.

My name is Bob Jones.

I've been a resident of
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Maui for 44 years, lived in Kihei of 29, and I'm a

2

member of COMET.

3

but they're more immediate working with the system

4

we have now.

5

page 3 of The Maui News the report they made on the

6

article of the first results of the property survey

7

that went out to condominium and time-share owners.

8

I think the high rate of reply and the amount of

9

money raised was due to a brief but clear one-page

My comments are more short range,

I was extremely pleased to read on

10

letter which outlined the rules with examples of how

11

they apply to this specific category of property

12

taxpayers.

13

My experience has been in researching

14

property tax information for these budget meetings

15

is that property tax rates for the County of Maui

16

differ widely between similar categories.

17

example, the rules regarding owners of houses and

18

condos are much different than those owning condos

19

and time-shares.

20

improved residential and unimproved residential is

21

subject to too much interpretation.

22

tax rate is the same, the determination of the

23

appraised value and the property tax owed is much

24

different.

25

description of what is described as farming needs to

For

Also the clear distinction of

Even though the

~

In the category of agriculture, a
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be more specific.

2

Like the responses received from the specific

3

survey of condo owners and time-share, a detailed

4

server

5

most likely gain the same high response.

6

closing, it's important that these surveys, if

7

they're instituted, are to be completed for the end

8

of February, as any changes to property tax owed for

9

the 2004 and 2005 year must be in place by this

survey to the other property owners would
In

10

March.

If the March deadline is missed, it will

11

take another year to make changes for 2005 and 2006.

12

Being that the property taxes at this point

13

are by far Maui's greatest source of revenue is

14

important that every property owner pays their fair

15

share.

16

since its inception in 1988.

Tax fairness has been the goal of COMET

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MR. JONES:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. JONES:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Done, Mr. Jones?

Uh-huh.
Thank you, sir.

Okay.
Questions for Mr. Jones this morning,

22

Members?

23

comments today.

24

MR. JONES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Seeing none, thank you very much for your

Thank you.
Thank you.

Next we have Mr. Buck Joiner.
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MR. JOINER:

Aloha ka kou.

I'm Buck Joiner, speaking as

2

an individual.

I'd like to talk about the Circuit

3

Breaker specifically that's been in place since

4

about 1988.

5

the passage of the Circuit Breaker provision and

6

when it was implemented, it was very clear that we

7

looked at the total property tax for which a

8

homeowners exemption was allowed and the AGI,

9

adjusted gross income.

When we were arguing way back then for

That was the way it was set

10

up and it was good.

11

will be governed, and we elect you, the legislative

12

body, to carry out our desires.

13

that authority to Corp. Counsel.

14

dangerous, slippery slope.

15

We the people determine how we

We have never given
This is extremely

For eight or nine years the law was used as

16

intended by the people and as intended by the

17

Council.

18

no protest by the people.

19

the Council.

20

changed the law to say that if there is an ohana on

21

the property, then the Circuit Breaker applies only

22

to half of the property.

There was immediate

23

protest from the people.

The interpretation by

24

Corp. Counsel is actually so offensive that it

25

invites a class action lawsuit.

How do you know that?

Because there were

There was no protest by

Then one person in Corporation Counsel

They do not have
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1

the right to change the law.

2

affected by this?

3

have the least access to attorneys.

4

I don't have the status to -- you have to be

5

affected by the law before you can bring a challenge

6

to it.

7

But who are the people

They are the poorest people who
Unfortunately,

Let me give you an example of where this

8

would have detrimental, just dramatic effects.

9

Let's use for example the piece of property that's

10

between Kealia Plaza and the condo next door.

11

think .everybody knows that particular one.

12

know those people.

13

But this is a piece that we're familiar with.

14

zoned hotel.

15

it is determined that there is an ohana on that

16

piece of property and only half of it is allowed for

17

the Circuit Breaker, those people are out of there

18

in a heart beat.

19

was to prevent that type of situation.

20

the rewrite of the law by Corporation Counsel causes

21

the problem that we were trying to prevent in the

22

first place.

23

I

I don't

I have no idea who they are.
It's

It carries potential tax burden.

If

The purpose of the Circuit Breaker

Now, what is the fix?

I think that

I think it's very

24

important that you fix this quickly, and I think the

25

easiest way to do it -- I would suggest that you
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pass a resolution reaffirming the original intent of

2

the Circuit Breaker provision.

3

MR. TAGUCHI:

4

MR. JOINER:

Three minutes.
And I would -- you're looking at some other

5

changes to that r the disposable income figure.

I

6

can understand why that is being proposed r but I

7

think it is subject to too much challenge.

8

to see you just go back to the Circuit Breaker the

9

way it was.

I'd like

There is the potential -- I understand

10

Ms. Johnson has some concept about possibly capping

11

the value of the particular improvements to the

12

property.

13

would ask that this Council reaffirm that you have

14

the right to make the laws and that Corp. Counsel

15

does not have the right to change them.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That could be subject to changer but I

Thank you.

Thank you.

Questions for Mr. Joiner today?

17

Thank you very much for your comments r Mr. Joiner.

18

Next we have Mr. Michael Trotto.

19

MR. TROTTO:

Good morning, Mr. Chair r Members of the

20

county Council and Committee.

Thank you for

21

allowing me again to speak on this important issue.

22

I follow COMET's lead on this in putting the brakes

23

on any increases in the property taxes.

24

disturbed a little bit too by the budget folks when

25

they said they couldn't do anything till 2005.
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1

know if we see some increases r especially for the

2

long-time residents who have witnessed or have seen

3

these increases in their property taxes r if they get

4

another increase this year r next year r 2004 r it

5

could reallYr reallYr really hurt them.

6

support holding the line on any increases until we

7

have this whole system taken care of.

So I

8

You know, I'm really -- I'm really afraid

9

about -- when hear I about the structure and how

10

it's done! especially using real estate or market

11

value.

12

because people call it subjective, but I call it

13

wrong.

14

it renders our residents as collateral damage.

15

like saying to a long-time resident! sorry!

16

Mr. Long-time Resident whose grandfather r fathers

17

before them settled in this area.

18

high-market area now.

19

That's why it's wrong.

20

situation.

That's the term market value worries me

I just call it wrong.

Because what it does!
It's

This is a

You have to payor get out.
So we have to look at that

Growing up! my parents taught me -- one of

21
22

the things they taught me was, you know, you have to

23

share.

24

especially when -- I had sisters! I had cousins that

25

we grew up with.

You have to be fair.

You have to --

Don't be selfish.

But I think
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1

this is one time we can go away from that rule and

2

be selfish.

3

long-time residents of Maui County come first.

4

have to come first.

5

flying in under the radar

6

to go get those people.

7

to make sure that they pay their fair share, or else

8

the burden is on us, and that what is makes this

9

wrong.

The people, the residents, the

Those who come here who are
so to speak

l

I

you've got

You have to put the efforts

So you have to -- excuse me.

10

They

The first thing

11

is no increases in 2004.

12

are until you go through this whole process and you

13

make it fair.

14

lived here who has contributed to this County should

15

ever be forced off their property because the system

16

is the way it is.

17

Go back to the Circuit Breaker the way it was.

18

Yeah, it was a good system.

19

being made without your authority.

20

are the authority.

21

MR. TAGUCHI:

22

MR. TROTTO:

Keep the levels where they

No one, no one who lives here who has

You have to close the loopholes.

Stop having changes
You -- you folks

Three minutes.
I just want to end, again, don't increase

23

property taxes for the long-time residents and force

24

them off their property.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Trotto.

Questions for
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1

Mr. Trotto this morning, Members?

2

we have Virginia Karpovich.

3

MS. KARPOVICH:

Thank you.

Next

Good morning, Councilpersons, and thank

4

you very much again for this opportunity, and I'll

5

try to keep my comments brief.

6

to be part of a citizens group and help come to some

7

equitable conclusions, and I'd like to comment on --

8

on -- for a moment on Mr. Kane's question, and just

9

to take a look at that 2000 year and -- that

I for one would love

10

Mr. Tavares

he may have pulled it out of -- out

11

of the air, but it was -- it was divine

12

intervention, because when you look at the graph on

13

the increase in sales and assessments, you look --

14

excuse me, you look at the year 2000 --

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MS. KARPOVICH:

We can't see from here.

That's okay.
Well, I'll pass it around.

Then this --

18

then you'll be able to see what's happening.

19

like this.

20

that it was probably a very difficult decision to

21

burden the residential landowners with the increase

22

in taxes, and we know that you all put a lot of

23

thought into it, but I really feel that we need to

24

go further and spread out the burden.

25

again I meet new people who are moving to Maui.

That's the chart.

Okay.

And I know
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1

you look at the migration patterns where the

2

populations are moving, it's all -- you know, the

3

highest increases in population migration are to ag

4

lands, okay.

That's where they're going.

And I'm forever hearing people say, yeah, we

5
6

just bought ten acres, we paid 2 million, and our

7

taxes are 4,000 -- were $4,000.

8

appraiser told us fence your property.

9

will be $400.

And the tax
Your taxes

I go out to their property.

I look.

10

There's no ag going on.

11

three illegal rentals, and I go back to my house

12

where I have the garden of plenty on a residential

13

lot and I say to myself, this isn't fair.

14

people are using all the infrastructure that I'm

15

using.

16

pools, they're using the parks, they're using the

17

police, they're using the roads, they're using

18

everything, and they're not doing ago

19

There's no ag and they have

These

They're using the -- they're using the

My recommendation is let's get together.

The

20

citizens who care, the COMET groupt those of us,

21

freeze the taxes.

22

present rate so that you have the confidence that

23

you have the budgetary needs on hand, you know, you

24

know that if it's frozen now t that you have what you

25

need for your budget.

Even if you freeze them at the

For an emergency, one year,
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1

let's try Proposition 13.

Let's try it, or an

2

adaption of it.

3

questions.

4

them based on what they paid for the property?

5

can anyone complain?

Let's see.

Let's answer those

And how can anyone complain when you tax

The second thing that I think would also

6
7

prove fruitful would be if you sent out a very

8

similar

9
10

How

MR. TAGUCHI:

Three minutes.

MS. KARPOVICH:

Thank you.

If you sent out a similar to

11

Mr. Joiner's -- the survey, right, thank you -- the

12

survey to agricultural lands and ask those people

13

how are they using their land?

14

are living on board?

15

honorable people here.

16

they may even tell you the truth, and then you can

17

tax them appropriately.

18

How many families

I think that we have a lot of
I think if they're asked t

The third thing that I wanted to say is we

19

need interdepartmental communication.

20

appraiser goes out and finds an agricultural piece

21

of land that is -- that has a permit for a house and

22

it's a house and six vacation rentals, they have

23

an -- they should -- there should be a red tag that

24

they send to the building department or zoning

25

enforcement immediately.
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1

MR. TAGUCHI:

2

MS. KARPOVICH:

Four minutes.
And it -- it should immediately spur that

3

person to go out and address the use, and of course

4

that's a result of not enough

5

housing available.

6

come to -- come up to the surface when things aren't

7

working correctly.

8

that I can.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

There's a lot of problems that

I would like to help in any way

Thank you, Ms. Karpovich.

10

your offer.

11

morning?

12

having enough

We appreciate

Questions for Ms. Karpovich this

Mr. Pontanilla.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Good morning.

13

Coming back to tax appraisers, would you rather have

14

the County itself do the appraising of ag land in

15

regards to the activities on the land?

16

preference between an outside vendor doing the tax

17

appraisals?

18

MS. KARPOVICH:

Is there a

Well, I know in other states -- and again,

19

I know my husband and I have testified about State

20

of Vermont, because we've spent a lot of time

21

brother's very ill and we've been taking care of him

22

there.

23

so many years they hire an independent appraiser,

24

and it's actually a group of people.

25

and they canvass.

his

And what the State of Vermont did is every

They go out

They do a people's census.
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1

actually go out and they are empowered to look and

2

see and they do maps, and it's incredible how much

3

more revenue they have at the end.

4

times it's not people purposefully being fraudulent.

5

It's that they don't know.

6

You know, they've moved here and they see all these

7

things going on.

8

think that it would be good at this point, like the

9

State of Vermont, to have an independent appraiser

10

come in with a fleet of people to go out and let's

11

see what we have here in Maui County.

12

you all are really working with your hands tied

13

behind your back not knowing what's out there.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

They don't understand.

So to answer your question, I

14

16

And a lot of

Thank you.

I think that

Thank you, Chair.

Any other questions for Ms. Karpovich?

Mr. Nishiki.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, Ginny, you know, you and your

18

husband -- and I don't know how much research you've

19

done -- compared, say, a 2,500 square feet home in

20

the country on ag land, okay, to a similar-size

21

property in Wailea.

22

for.

23

particular building, not the land?

24

property taxes are calculated on building and also

25

on the structure?

And I don't know what each sold

Was there a disparity in the assessment on the
You know how
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1

MS. KARPOVI CH :

Uh - huh.

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Was there a disparity on that in

3

regards to perhaps what was

4

on different properties?

5

MS. KARPOVICH:

-- what it was sold for

I think that my testimony must have come

6

from my husband, who unfortunately had to work this

7

morning.

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

MS. KARPOV:rCH:

Oh, okay.

So he couldn't come, but I think a lot of

10

the research that he did was on the north shore, as

11

opposed to looking at the south shore versus the

12

north shore.

13

Spreckelsville versus Kuau and Paia, and the values

14

there are disparaging.

15

needs to be someone who comes in with one eye -- you

16

know, with -- with an understanding from you all as

17

to what they're looking for and they go out and they

18

do a survey.

19

you see what's there and you write it down, then you

20

all can look at what you have and decide what you

21

can do about it.

22

working with -- basically with blinders and your

23

hands tied behind your back.

24
25

I know he did a lot of looking at

It's -- you know, there

Because in reality, if you go out and

Until you know that, again, you're

I think if you did a survey

I think

Mr. Joiner's survey was an incredible blessing for
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1

this County! because it -- this is the tip of the

2

iceberg! and I think that our -- the gentleman here

3

who is so incredibly articulate and interesting to

4

listen tO I

5

think! that if you went out and you taxed people

6

based on the use of their land! whether it's

7

agricultural land and they're living on it or

8

whether it's -- whatever it is! I think that you all

9

would be sitting here with a Santa Claus bag in

I think that what he's saying is true! I

10

front of you deciding which non-profits you could

11

help.

That's what I think.

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you.

14

Ms. Karpovich?

15

this morning.

16

MR. HOLTER:

Any other questions for

Thank you very much for being here
Next we have Mr. Lance Holter.

Good morning.

My name's Lance Holter.

I'm a

17

member of COMET.

I wanted to speak to you about

18

this year 2000.

19

insidious! egregious! period of speculation in Maui

20

real estate began and -- which caused the gigantic

21

inflation and shortage and scarcity of available

22

real estate for local families.

23

you want to live here, and you want to be happy, and

24

that's your right.

25

want -- it's your sense of place.

This is when this rapacious!

You live in Maui,

Because you're concerned -- you
You love your
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1

neighborhood.

2

2000 r a new wave came in and this wave began

3

speculating on real estate.

4

You love your community.

But around

For example r I was getting a haircut

5

yesterday.

Gentleman told me out front he sold his

6

place three years ago for 660.

7

1,100,000 three years later.

8

wouldn't you want to come to Maui r make 100,000 a

9

year just by buying a house, getting a mortgage and

It sold for
So we're -- why

10

renting itr pay your mortgager make $100 r OOO a year?

11

It's insidious.

12

power to be able to change that.

And I'm so glad that you have the

13

For example, affordable housing project in

14

Paia r which was promised to residents in a letter

15

from Mr. Smith for an average of $268 r OOO r North

16

Shore Village, 24 units.

17

Here's some of the sales.

18

on average.

19

300,000 dollars.

20

closed escrow.

21

escrow again for 345.

22

the developers r because I was involved closely in

23

this contested case.

24
25

i

They're closing now.
They were promised at 268

312r 313 r 310{ 309, 305 r 304, 302,

One property sold for 291.

It

Five days later this property closed
This was in full knowledge of

They knew who bought these properties.
knew that they were insider Realtors.
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1

that these people were buying second and third

2

homes.

3

And you can see now because these properties are up

4

for rent for $2,000 a month.

5

affordable housing project that used affordable

6

housing guidelines, which was created -- zero-lot

7

line, for example -- with the intent to create

8

affordable housing opportunities, but our local

9

families didn't get the opportunity to buy this

10
11

They knew that they were mainland investors.

And this was an

because they were bought up by Realtor insiders.
Now, we now have a survey, the Maui Nui

12

Focus, and we know what our people need.

13

that we need to put the realities of local people's

14

needs first.

15

quality of life for local residents.

16

the power to implement laws and legislate rules to

17

create this quality of life.

18

about let's put a freeze to the 2000 sales, when

19

this rapacious speculation began.

20

you purchased a house in 2000 or 2001 or 2003 or

21

2004, tax that property at that sale.

22

that sale value, but don't tax Mr. Tavares because

23

he's been living there for four generations, but tax

24

the people that buy these properties and speculate.

25

We know

We know that we need to maintain a
And you have

For example, we talk

Let's

then if

Tax it at

For example, several years ago I sold an
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1

oceanfront property.

This man was going to retire

2

in this house.

3

595.

4

a Realtor speculator that's been buying up

5

properties allover Spreckelsville, Kuau, and so

6

forth and making his, Mr. Kahanu's, and the rest of

7

the local residents' lives extremely difficult to be

8

able to live under that pressure.

9

showed me

He was given an offer -- he paid

He was given an offer of $1.8 million cash by

Mr. Pat Hamai, he

he's so meticulous he showed me every

10

year what his taxes are.

He lives on -- I think I

11

mentioned this last time we were here.

12

$1,500 a month.

13

around 10(000 if all these numbers come in.

14

going to have about $900 to live on for that month,

15

and he's been living there all of his life.

He's going to be paying around --

So you have the power.

16

He lives on

He's

And I'm glad it's in

17

your hands, because you can do it and you can make

18

this a fair and equitable taxation process.

19

make some real strong rules about affordable

20

housing.

21

MR. TAGUCHI:

22

MR. HOLTER:

23
24
25

Just

Three minutes.
Make sure that you can't speculate.

Thank

you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Holter.

Mr. Holter this morning?

Questions for

Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, Lance, you know, if I

2

understand you correctly, when you were speaking

3

about the roll back, you made a statement that if

4

you sold let's say your property between 2000 and

5

let's say the current time, that then if I

6

understand what you're saying, that roll back would

7

not apply, then, if let's say somebody sold that

8

house for a million dollars, if that happened

9

between the year 2000 and now, that would be the new

10

basisi is that what you're saying?

11

MR. HOLTER:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

MR. HOLTER:

14

Exactly, yeah.
Okay.

This protects local residents by taxing them

at what their 2000 year tax base was, for instance.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

MR. HOLTER:

Okay.

It protects, and then the new residents

17

the new owners, when they're buying this new

18

property, well, they know what they're buying

19

because they're paying the 1.7 million for the

20

one that -- the other neighbors have been living in

21

this neighborhood for years that now will have to be

22

assessed at this new process that we're assessing

23

them now and they won't be able to afford it.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you very much for clarifying

that, Lance.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any other questions for Mr. Holter this

morning?

Mr. Nishiki.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, Lance, just -- and I don't know

4

if you have this information, but I'll ask the

5

question anyway.

6

this boom occurred, do you have any tax records, be

7

it Mr. Kahanu, Mr. Tavares, I don't know, because

8

some of these people have exemptions probably, but

9

I'm just curious what a specific property in that

To prove to us that 2000 is when

10

area where there's a lot of boom now paid for in the

11

year 2000 and what they were assessed for in the

12

last tax year.

13

increase

14

MR. HOLTER:

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

significance?

17

18

MR. HOLTER:

Well, I know from --- and that will show that

From looking at Pat -- Pat Hamai's, his have

gone up --

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

MR. HOLTER:

21

Do you have any idea of what that

Where does he live?

He lives in - on Hana Highway near Tavares

Bay.

22

MR. TAVARES:

23

MR. HOLTER:

Right on the front.
Right on the front, and there's several

24

places next to him that have sold millions, you

25

know, one, two, 3 million dollars.
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VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

for, Lance.

3

taxes.

4
5

6

MR. HOLTER:

I want to know what they paid for in

Well, he pays -- for example, I think his tax

is $3,700.

That's what Pat Hamai's are per year.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

2000?

8

MR. HOLTER:

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

10
11
12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm not worried about what they sold

What was it in 2000 -- in the year

It was, I don't know, high twos.
Okay, thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Holter?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Any other questions for

Mr. Kane.
Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good

morning, Mr. Holter.

14

MR. HOLTER:

Good morning.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'm just trying to get clarification,

16

because at one point in your testimony you were

17

talking about local -- protecting local families in

18

giving them the opportunity to buy affordable

19

housing, and I -- I wanted to get clarification to

20

see if that's what you were suggesting.

21

seems like in our previous discussions that we've

22

had with respects to the West Maui project recently,

23

I think Member Johnson brought forward a question of

24

constitutionality of showing a preference for local

25

people versus people who are coming in from
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1

yesterday or today and them having the same equal

2

opportunity to buy that house.

3

to understand what you were representing in your

4

comments, because it seemed like you were saying

5

and I think all of us, you know, want to see local

6

families getting the preference or getting at least

7

that first shot, but I'm just trying to understand

8

if that's what you were representing that that's

9

what we should be doing and then, with that being

So I'm just trying

10

said, incorporating your thoughts on the

11

constitutional question of treating everybody who's

12

an American equally.

13

MR. HOLTER:

Well, I agree.

I'm an American and the

14

constitutionality issue is not an issue when what

15

you do on these properties you put an

16

anti-speculation covenant.

17

coming in is not going to want to buy into an

18

affordable housing project if they can't speculate.

19

If all they can do is buy that home, live there,

20

live in a community, then we don't have -- then

21

they're -- they don't care about the speculation,

22

because they want to have a neighborhood, but if a

23

Realtor insider like bought these ones in North

24

Shore Village, they want to be able to make profit.

25

And one other thing, there's now a sale in North

A person -- a speculator
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Shore Village for $420,000.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

MR. HOLTER:

Okay.

Yeah, is we

So my question would be -the constitution issue isn't

4

an issue if we put a speculation covenant and

5

enforce the affordable housing rules and say that

6

these cannot -- these affordable housing guidelines

7

mean that you can't speculate.

8

neighborhood.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

You only build a

So are you saying that the approving

10

authority of that project didn't put that clause in,

11

and therefore, it allowed the developer to do

12

whatever they're doing?

13
14
15

MR. HOLTER:

It was never enforced by the Planning

Commission.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So now, there's a

16

clarification now, and I don't want to get too far,

17

Mr. Chair, so I'll just make this final -- and

18

again, it's just for clarification, because you've

19

made these representations in your comments.

20

MR. HOLTER:

Yeah.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Are you saying that there was a

22

condition put there and they're not being followed

23

and enforced or are you saying that there was never

24

a condition there, and therefore, that's why the

25

developer is doing what they're doing?
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1

wrong or right is not the issue.

It's are they

2

allow to do it or if they're not allowed to do it.

3

If they're allowed to do it because no restriction

4

was put there, then that's one way to look at it,

5

but if there's a restriction there and they're

6

ignoring the issue or we're not enforcing the

7

condition, then that's the other issue.

8

seems like you're representing that there's a --

9

there's a condition there prohibiting and they're

And it

10

not -- they're not following the condition.

11

clarify?

12

MR. HOLTER:

Can you

Yeah, on affordable housing guidelines 2.86

13

it has a buy back restriction, and these are the

14

affordable housing rules in the Maui County Code,

15

but in the

16

district, that condition isn't part of the overlay

17

district, but it's tied into Section 2.86 of the

18

Maui County Code using the affordable

19

guidelines.

20

as legislators is you can put a speculation

21

provision --

22

aff~rdable

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

housing R-O lot line overlay

So what you need to do, what you can do

Okay.

No, no, no, no, not what we're

23

going to do.

24

my question to you is --

25

MR. HOLTER:

ho~sing

We're talking about what is.

And so

That's the flaw of the R-O lot line is that
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it doesn't prevent speculation.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

3

wanted to make.

4

issue.

5

MR. HOLTER:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MR. HOLTER:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

There's the flaw.

That's not the

Even though it's intended to create it -Excuse me, Mr. Holter.

- - it doesn't do it.

with you.

Excuse me.

I don't want to debate

I'm trying to get clarification.

10

MR. HOLTER:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

So that's the point that I

Oh, I'm not debating.

I'm just --

Yeah, but I know the Chair's going to

stop us real quick if you keep on, you know

13

MR. HOLTER:

Oh.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

You're not answering my question.

15

question is is there a condition there that

16

restricts it and it's not being enforced?

17

question.

18

MR. HOLTER:

My

That's my

And you're not answering that question.

Well, I think I did.

It's not being

19

enforced, but at the same time here'S the situation.

20

You're saying you're going to build an affordable

21

housing project.

22

involved in this opportunity.

23

comes up for sale, it's sold at market price.

24

the condition is not there but that needs to be

25

placed there.

You get everybody's emotions
And then when it
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So are you saying that's an

2

enforcement issue?

3

to get clarity.

4

MR. HOLTER:

That's -- again, I'm just trying

It's a legislative issue.

If we're going to

5

use affordable housing guidelines to build

6

market-priced houses and give the developer 33

7

percent more houses, that was intended to give

8

housing opportunities to working families, not

9

windfall profits to the developer.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Holter.

Other questions { Members, for Mr. Holter?

12

If not, thank you very much for your testimony this

13

morning.

14

MR. HOLTER:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
The last person we have this morning at

16

this time is Mr. John Blumer-Buell.

17

give one last opportunity for anyone wishing to give

18

testimony on any of the agenda items for the 16th of

19

December to please make yourself known to the

20

Committee Staff and you'll be given your

21

opportunity.

22

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

And so I'll

Mr. Blumer-Buell.
Thank you, Chair Hokama.

My name is

23

John Blumer-Buell and I came over from Hana today.

24

And I would like to second everything I've heard

25

from the people here today.

I've heard nothing but
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1

positive comments and suggestions from this group.

2

I meant I'm proud of these -- of this group here.

3

also thought we made very good progress at the last

4

meeting, and there was kind of a little euphoria

5

after the public hearing when you went to lunch.

6

Then I looked at the Akaku tape later and I lost my

7

euphoria, like Mr. Tavares.

8

going to take a year is not acceptable.

9

urge you to take a closer look at Mr. Tavares's,

10

I

So the idea that it's
So I would

Mr. Fisher's comments.
Now, a couple things that came up in your

11
12

discussions the last time is, one, the Circuit

13

Breaker.

14

really important to our local families and them not

15

getting taxed out.

16

we had'one person that got a Circuit Breaker that

17

made -- that had a million and a half dollar house

18

and -- and the -- there was kind of an assumption

19

that that was a wealthy person that had written down

20

there income and didn't have to pay taxes.

21

look at it the other way, which is how I've been

22

looking at it.

23

million and a half dollars might be one of my

24

Hawaiian neighbors at Hamoa that doesn't make any

25

money.

I support the Circuit Breaker and it's

Now, there was a red flag where

Let's

That house that's assessed at a

So that -- in that case, if that person
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1

getting the Circuit Breaker that has a property

2

that's assessed at a million and a half dollars, if

3

that's a legitimate

4

I support it.

5

~-

a legitimate deduction, then

So I think there's real important.

The other thing that'came up on the Circuit

6

Breaker was that Mr. Lo brought up an example of

7

somebody that made -- took home $420,000 a year and

8

qualified for zero for the Circuit Breaker, paid no

9

property taxes.

Now, that's the kind of loophole

10

that we need to close, not the one that's going to

11

save the local person.

12

Now, live got a simple proposal today, and

13

we've talked about modeling all this.

I would just

14

request the County to do this, somebody make a

15

motion, let's -- let's do away with the unfair and

16

discriminatory, which is against the law, system of

17

assessments.

18

property -- the property that the -- the value that

19

the property was sold at for your valuations.

20

think Mr. Fisher called it property valuation

21

acquisition, what people paid for the property.

22

It's real simple.

23

could make a commitment to the people of Maui County

24

today we're not going to raise your taxes next year,

25

you know, by a reasonable amount, you know, by not

I'm asking you to switch over to a

I

You could do that today and you
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more than 5 percent or something.
But even if you make what seems to be -- to

2

3

do that, you've changed the way of assessing the

4

properties, all you have to do then is adjust your

5

tax rate.

6

still produce the same income with just a different

7

level of tax rate.

8

property acquisition as the assessment, and I for

9

one will understand that you have to adjust your

People will understand that.

So it's real simple.

You can

You do a

10

property tax rate to get the same revenues,but what

11

you will have done away with and incorporated is a

12

new system of fairness into the property tax system,

13

and that's all that anybody that's been up here is

14

asking for.
And I'm -- I'm committed to helping too.

15

I

16

was -- I would rather have worked at home today, but

17

I think it's important at this point to continue to

18

show our support and let's get somewhere.

19

people are really -- I personally am ready for very

20

decisive action by our County Council and by our

21

Mayor.

22

going down hill because of a lack of decisive

23

action.

24

to go far afield --

25

MR. TAGUCHI:

I think

You know, the quality of life on Maui is

So there's a number of things that -- not

Three minutes.
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1

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

2

MR. TAGUCHI:

3

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

4

5
6

7

Is that four or three?

Three.
Okay.

Final statement, then, is Bill

84, which I testified on at the first hearing
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I wonlt let you testify on a bill thatls

not on the agenda.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

Okay, 11m just -- was making a comment

8

on decisive action, and I think thatls what we need

9

more than anything on this tax base.

And my best

10

guess too is that the Countyls going to have

11

potentially a lot more revenue to work with and it

12

will be -- they will get it fairly.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

14

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

CQUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thanks a lot.

Any questions for --

And have a nice Christmas, everybody.

Thank you too for that.

Ms. Johnson.

Yes, John, and I really appreciate

17

you coming all the way from Hana.

It is really

18

important to us.

19

for you is in our discussion -- and you were here I

20

think last time when it was taking place -- I

21

believe Mr. Regan had said that mostly the values

22

that were coming up were the values in the land as

23

opposed to the values in the homes themselves,

24

because they tend to depreciate over time.

25

were some kind of a cap, whether it was put on the

One of the questions that I have
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1

homeowners exemption or put on the Circuit Breaker,

2

that let's say if you actually had a house, you

3

know, your improvement on the property, your actual

4

house was a million dollars, that you couldn't get

5

the homeowners exemption or you couldn't get the

6

Circuit Breaker, do you still think that's going to

7

be a problem for local people?

8
9

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

I couldn't say for sure, and that's why

I suggested modeling all these different ideas, but

10

then I've come forward with a proposal today because

11

it sounds like the modeling is going to take another

12

year.

13

an assessment on the property and on the building r

14

but I think -- I think that, you know r your question

15

is a good question based upon the idea that people

16

seem to be manipulating the value of the land versus

17

the building r and I think that's where the market

18

acquisition idea of -- of valuation becomes very

19

good, because you don't have that game that's going

20

on with r wellr we didn't pay -- you know, we paid a

21

million and a half for this property and house.

22

It's very clear that way.

23

the values of their house and there are details.

24
25

I think when you get your tax bill, you get

Now people can write down

And I am very confident in our Property Tax
Division and Mr. Regan to get these things done, but
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1

I'm -- I need to have you folks and we need to have

2

you folks light the fuse on this thing.

3

take -- it may take hiring some -- I think we could

4

get it done before next March.

5

could -- we could have these property values redone

6

before next March and have it out, and when you have

7

your budget discussions, all you're going to be

8

talking about is you say we need the same money as

9

last year, you may have to adjust your property tax

And it may

I really do.

The money you get will be the same.

We

10

rates.

11

valuations will be fair for the first time in 20

12

years at least.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

14

MR. BLUMER-BUELL:

15

.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The

Thanks very much, John.

Thank you very much.
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

Any other questions for the testifier?

If

17

not, thank you very much for coming from Hana, John.

18

Any other requests for testimony this morning?

19

not, Chair will be closing testimony at this time.

20

Testimony is closed.

If

21

Members, we'll start Committee discussion

22

after the recess, so we'll stand in recess until

23

five to 11:00, and then we'll invite the Director of

24

Finance as well as the Real Property Administrator

25

to join us.

We stand in recess.

(Gavel) .
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1

RECESS:

10: 44 a.m.

2

RECONVENE:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10:59 a.m.

(Gavel).

We shall reconvene the Budget and

4

Finance Committee of the Council of the County of

5

Maui for the 16th of December, 2003.

6

concluded public testimony for the day, Members.

7

are on Item 22, and our continuation of the real

8

property tax program for the County of Maui.

We have
We

Now, while we have heard individual and

9

10

organizational comments from our concerned residents

11

of this County, I will share with you some

12

information, and that is because that is in the

13

position we have chosen to be that we need to know

14

all impacts upon any decision we make as best we

15

can.

16

most of you are already aware, we have a $3.55 per

17

thousand for homeowners.

18

counterparts give the building

19

this because Maui we have put building and land at

20

the same tax rate.

21

3.55 for land.

22

program they use, they tax single family residential

23

$4.50 for the building per thousand and $5.49 per

24

thousand for land.

25

I will share with you, one, as comparisons, as

Now, on Kauai, our
and I'm saying

So Maui is 3.55 for building,

Kauai, our sister County with the

Our sister County of Hawaii, under homeowner,
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1

their tax rate per thousand for building and land is

2

$5.55.

3

for both building and land uses $3.75.

4

again, by rates we are the lowest, I think some of

5

the comments about how to understand the assessment

6

and valuation portion is valid so that we can see

7

where we stand.

8

have grown in assessment valuation in equal

9

percentages.

The City and County of Honolulu per thousand
So while,

I'm sure not all of the Counties

And even within this County, I'm sure

10

with Molokai, East Maui, and Lanai, we have not

11

grown the same way as the more popular areas of

12

South Maui, Lahaina, maybe portions of Wailuku, now

13

with Kahului and Maui Lani, that their valuations

14

have also changed accordingly too.

15

with you.

16

So I share that

What I will also share with you before we

17

continue, Members, the discussion that for the

18

Fiscal Year 2005, in the upcoming budget, I can tell

19

you that fire fighters, we will be looking at

20

approximately $1.36 million for funding; police,

21

$1.83 million; and for our retirement system, $3

22

million.

23

Just those three numbers for the upcoming budget

24

basically equates to 2.2 percent of the current

25

operational amount, just those three items, and we

So in a round number

t

that's $6.1 million.
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1

are not even in consideration yet of what our

2

largest collective bargaining agent HGEA will

3

negotiate with the County through its negotiations

4

and whether or not we will move toward arbitration.
I will share with you, though, that if HGEA

5
6

gets their raises, we have agreed as an employer to

7

allow the United Public Workers and their -- our

8

employees under their collective bargaining

9

agreement to have a reopener in their contract,

10

which means there may be additional increase in cost

11

items.

12

and bring some sanity to the health fund, and we

13

have budgeted in the past up to 12 percent for

14

increases.

15

share that with you, in my discussions at the --

16

just last week talking to some of our counterparts.

17

There is a big health fund requirement that at this

18

time Staff -- we've asked Staff and they aren't able

19

to give us a -- even a reasonable dollar amount

20

consideration.

21

take into account balancing what you have heard from

22

our testimonies and other things that you will be

23

made aware of that they may not be fully informed

24

of, and then we'll continue to share that

25

information.

And we have continually all worked to try

And that's not far off nationally, I can

So I just share that with you to
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Okay, I can share with you, though, that in

1
2

listening it is your Chair's position that while we

3

have received many suggestions on improvements, some

4

of those suggestions are in conflict with each

5

other.

6

end of the last meeting.

7

Committee are open to the following five areas:

8

Classification, number one; valuation, number two;

9

exemption is number three; rates, number four; and

And we touched upon that in the -- at the
But we have -- as a

10

enforcement, number five.

11

areas because some things we may be able to do in

12

upcoming budget session, which is less than a year

13

away that will have impact on revenue.
But I think -- what I shared with Mr. Tavares

14
15

And so I share those five

during the recess is that what the Department, as I
can best understand, is that if we do structural

17

system changes, because the system will -- continues

18

to work every day of the year, it doesn't just stop

19

at anyone point, it will take a time to be

20

implemented.

21

cannot today click and turn off and turn on a new

22

system.

23

proceeding annually that they do every year, and

24

that is what I believe Mr. Okumura, folks were

25

sharing with us.

You know, Real Property Division just

You know, they already have ongoing things

They know we can make adjustments
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1

on the rate every year and that will adjust what

2

they do.

3

And r again, as legislators r you are well

4

aware that Corp. Counsel cannot change or make laws.

5

They have the ability to provide you with a

6

different opinion with new information they receiver

7

and it is up to us as legislators to use that

8

information

9

the law r delete the law.

tOr

one r either amend the law, revise
They give us their

10

interpretation upon a requestr and my understanding

11

is the concern over the Circuit Breaker was by

12

Corporation Counsel through a request we reviewed or

13

reviewed the position of what the Circuit Breaker

14

law means and they came up with their current

15

position.

16

share that with you because I believe one testifier

17

suggested a resolution.

18

the law.

19

and we believe that the best way is to bring clarity

20

in the law, then we need to have a bill drafted to

21

do that through the -- in the Maui County Code.

22

Mr. Kane.

23

And so if we feel -- and that's why I

Resolutions do not change

An ordinance does.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So if we are serious

Just for clarification, Mr. Chair.

24

Once that opinion which was requested was received,

25

is the question the application of the existing law
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1

at the heart of this issue?

Because it seems like

2

the practice or the implementation of an existing

3

law has changed and that Administration, whether it

4

was a previous one, it doesn't matter, the

5

Administration took a position of changing the

6

application of existing law based on that

7

interpretation.

8

dealing with that or how are we going to deal with

9

that or are we going to deal with that?

And if that is the case, how are we

Because it

10

seems like until we make an official change by

11

policy or by ordinance, it's nothing

12

application shouldn't be changing.

13

know, so I'm just asking for clarification to that.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

the

And I don't

I think that's a really good question,

15

Mr. Kane, and, again, you know we can ask Deputy

16

Counsel Traci Fujita-Villarosa for her thoughts and

17

then we can ask our Staff, you know.

18

one thing, we are fortunate we have professional

19

people that assist this Staff on their thoughts.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And that is

Can I back up, then, Mr. Chair?

Yes, Mr. Kane.
And I'll take a step back.

And first

23

of all, who made the request to Corp. Counsel for

24

that opinion or for their opinion on this issue?

25

Where did that request get generated?
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

I believe. that was from the last

2

Administration.

3

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

4

5
6

Yes, Mr. Chair.

It was the Real

Property Tax Division Chief, head of that Division.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Is that person still with us today?

No.

7

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Corp. Counsel?

No, he's not.
Different person now, okay.

that was requested, we got a response back.

So once
At that

10

point did that Department make a determination to

11

change their approach to how that law is applied?

12

And if so, is that something they're allowed to do

13

or do they have to come through a process of coming

14

through us?

15

on this whole thing.

16
17

18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So, again, I'm just looking for clarity

I think that's a good -- good sequence of

questions.

Corp. Counsel, comments?

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

If I recall,

I believe Dennis Ichikawa

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ichikawa.

21

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Yeah, the former Administrator, I

22

believe he -- he took another look at the law.

I

23

don't know why he did, but he took another look and

24

he realized that the law wasn't being implemented

25

properly in his Division.

So there was a change in
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1

his office to apply it correctly, and then there was

2

a question from the public he made that change.

3

that initiated the request to my office to clarify.

4

Because somebody was challenging his interpretation

5

of the law, he made a request to my office.

6

the one that actually drafted that opinion for him

7

and it basically confirmed his interpretation.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

So

I was

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So you're -- okay.

So your opinion

11

was in general concurrence with us opinion of how

12

it's supposed to be interpretation, correct?

13

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That's right.
Was there a previous opinion by some

15

previous Corp. Counsel to the same question?

16

not, then when the law was originally put in place,

17

is your opinion following the spirit and intent of

18

the original law as drafted?

19

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

And if

I don't believe that there was a

20

previous opinion, and when our office is asked to

21

look at interpreting Maui County Code provisions, we

22

try to look at just the plain language, and so my

23

opinion was based on just the plain reading of the

24

law.

25

involved.

There wasn't a whole lot of interpretation
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So -- Mr. Chairman.

So do we know

2

what -- what initiated Mr. Ichikawa to

to make a

3

change and then subsequent to the complaint generate

4

the request to you?

5

get right back to the source of why this change

6

occurred.

7

to decide, wow, we're doing it wrong?

8

so from when it started back -- and I don't know

9

when it was, 1991, I think, or '88 or somewhere

So, again, I'm just trying to

What -- what compelled Mr. Ichikawa to
I mean -- and

10

around there.

11

years that have gone by and then Mr. Ichikawa comes

12

up with some

13

forward with this and it resulted in where we're at

14

today.

15

beginning.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So now we're talking about ten or 12

something compelled him to move

Mr. Chair, I'm just trying to get to the

I think that's a very good question and we

17

will allow the Department of Finance to give a

18

response, if they wish.

19

MR. OKUMURA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. OKUMURA:

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Okumura.
Lance Okumura from Real Property Tax.

I

22

cannot speak for Mr. Ichikawa, but, you know, my

23

understanding of that situation was the original law

24

of Circuit Breaker was drafted using the -- it

25

predicates the qualification on horne exemption, and
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1

in our home exemption application -- and we

2

considered this a separate

3

Breaker and home exemption is part of the assessment

4

process.

5

exemption I

6

separate 50 percent of that property which would not

7

qualify for the home exemption.

8

you're living in and 50

9

part of the -- that home exemption application.

you know/ Circuit

In our -- in our application of the home
if you have two dwellings/ we would

pe~cent

The home that
of the land will be
And

10

therefore/ because we're applying it in that manner/

11

he felt that it should be -- in the Circuit Breaker

12

application/ that should be similar.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So

so we have no way of

14

understanding why it wasn't, as you're stating/

15

consistent.

16

was never applied consistently in the first place?

17

Again/ I'm trying to look for what compelled him to

18

recognize this.

19

in that same position for a number of years/ and

20

then to be; you know -- and I don't -- again/ I'm

21

not trying to question Mr. Ichikawa.

22

trying to understand what compelled him to see that

23

after being there for so many years that it wasn't

24

something that he got from employees who saw

25

something there or/ I mean, did he -- you know,

So we have no way of finding out why it

Because I understand that he's been
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that's what we're trying to look for.
MR. OKUMURA:

I can only assume that, you know, in

3

reviewing the Circuit Breaker law that it wasn't

4

clear.

5

should apply to the whole property.

6

and that's where he

7

the situation was that since we are applying our

8

home exemption on only the building and 50 percent

9

of the land, that it should be applied that way in

The intent wasn't specific, as like it

he eval -- his evaluation of

10

the Circuit Breaker.

11

ordinance did not cover that.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So he was

Because the Circuit Breaker
It wasn't specific.

I think for myself, Mr. Chair, and I

13

won't speak for anybody else, I need to get a better

14

understanding of the legislative history of both, if

15

they happened at the same time, if they happened

16

differently, with different -- different drivers.

17

Because for us to look at this or to see that the

18

driver in this case is that they should be looked at

19

consistently, I think we need to understand -- go

20

back to the legislative process, was it at the same

21

time or concurrent, were the drivers consistent?

22

Because if the drivers are two different things,

23

then we shouldn't be taking two different things and

24

then trying to make them the same thing.

25

know.

I don't

I'm just trying to be general to clarify my
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comments.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think what we would - - we will do is I

3

will direct our Staff to go get some historic

4

information.

5

program was a way that the Council at that time, as

6

I best can recall and understand i t l was a way to

7

address the need for residential housing for our

8

local people, one way, one way.

9

if you'll notice, the County chose to deviate from

One, as some of us may know, the ohana

And so that's why,

10

its subdivision standards and allow ohanas within

11

single family residential lots, and of course we

12

allowed zero-lot line, as other Counties did too.

13

But there's one way and what we would -- I

14

guess be helpful to all of you is to find out what

15

were the conditions that drove that particular

16

sitting Council to consider those options as ways to

17

address the issues of those -- that period, and then

18

we will also look at the conditions that drove the

19

sitting Council at that point in time to establish a

20

Circuit Breaker the way it is too.

21

know about ·the old program.

22

the term Max Tax and other things that was done in

23

the past, and I can tell you, you know, using my own

24

family resources, other sitting Councils have

25

considered caps.

Because we all

You know, we've heard

Other Councils have talked about
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doing things differently.

2

after looking at all the information at that point

3

in time, they made their decisions, just as much as

4

we are after we do our due diligence that the

5

information assessed what the potential dollar will

6

be up or down before we make our decision.
So, Mr. Kane, if that's okay, we'll go get

7

8

9

And for various reasons,

that information for the members for the Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, Ms. Johnson.
In that regard also, I think that

12

from the people that I have spoken with that

13

actually sat on that task force that helped come up

14

with some of the suggestions, I think that it might

15

be helpful to look in -- and I'm sure that this is

16

part of the historical record too, is any of the

17

minutes that were I guess taken from those meetings.

18

The one thing I think, Mr. Chair, that concerns me

19

about maybe how this happened is that

20

asking for a clarification from the body who has the

21

authority to say what -- you know, whether it was us

22

or a previous Council, what was meant, they sought

23

an opinion from Corporation Counsel.

24

said, she's just looking at what the verbiage is in

25

the ordinance.

i~stead

And as Traci

She's not looking beyond that.
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1

And I think that's where the problem may have

2

come inr and that's why the comments were made today

3

that somehow r you know r Corporation Counsel was

4

taking the law r if you will, into their own hands.

5

I don't think that that's what the case is at allr

6

having heard what Traci said.

7

at what's on paper in black and white.

8

looking at the spirit and the intent which motivated

9

the whole idea of the Circuit Breaker, and now

Because she's looking
They're

10

what's happening is that the Circuit Breaker is

11

actually not functioning the way that it was

12

intended to function.

13

And I still believer thoughr that we do need

14

as a body to make some kind of determination.

15

all the historical information aside r I personallYr

16

as one Council member r would like to know what is

17

the ramification if we do -- let's say if we look at

18

just the home alone r whether it's homeowners

19

exemption or whether it is the Circuit Breaker.

20

you have a home -- and I say this repeatedlYr your

21

homer not your land, but the actual home itself r if

22

it is a million dollar homer do you need the

23

homeowner exemption and do you need a Circuit

24

Breaker?

25

So if there are things that we can do
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1

legislatively now to saYr okay, we fundamentally

2

agree with these concepts that we don't want to

3

benefit people that are in that kind of a financial

4

category that don't need that kind of helpr then

5

let's make that determination r but don't let the

6

historical research kind of interfere with that.

7

And as long as there's no serious ramification to

8

anyone in that categorYr such as Mr. Blumer-Buell

9

had alluded tOr I for one would like to make -- even

10

though it may not be huge changes r I would at least

11

like to take some small action or some mini stepsr

12

if you will, towards improving that.

13

think the frustration level is growing.

14

just my take on that, both the Circuit Breaker and

15

the homeowner exemption portion of it.

16

think the historical record is important, but not as

17

important as giving relief to the people who really

18

need it.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because I
So that's

So for me, I

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.

And again, Members, today is

20

I would hope that we would be discussing how the

21

County will be funding what it requires to provide

22

through the real property tax for its services.

23

And r again, that -- a lot of that will take place in

24

the Fiscal Year 2005 Budget review process.

25

what I will tell you is that we -- the Staff and I
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1

have already before the Committee to consider is!

2

one! a draft bill

3

Relating to the Real Property Tax Home Exemption

4

that is in your binder, and that is to increase the

5

amount of the home exemption to an amount that we

6

believe is responsible and reasonable! but to also

7

repeal the age-related home exemption when the

8

homeowner attains the age of 60 years or older.

9

believe that was one of the ideas that some of you

entit~ed

Bill for an Ordinance

10

have asked the Chair to consider! as well as

11

Ms. Tavares who is not present.

12

I

We also have a bill drafted for consideration

13

and discussion relating to the Real Property Tax

14

Circuit Breaker Credit.

15

that would add a definition for disposable income

16

and to authorize appeals of decisions by the

17

Director of Finance relating to the Circuit Breaker

18

Credit.

19

Now

t

this bill has language

The last meeting that we had two weeks ago

20

focused on enforcement of the homeowners

21

classification and the Circuit Breaker credit.

22

can continue that discussion before we move on to

23

the draft bills! but I just want to share a few

24

things, since Ms. Johnson brought up her thoughts of

25

other things that affect valuation.
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Now! we have -- I have asked Staff -- and

2

Lance and Tamara have been very diligent in trying

3

to get us some information.

4

to 2000 with a 2 percent cap on appreciation! as

5

some of our testifiers have asked us to consider! at

6

this point in time we are looking at approximately

7

$4 million in lost revenue.

8

initial collective bargaining increases! retirement

9

system! health system! you're going to have some

10

In general! a roll back

Add that to all of the

tough choices down the road.

11

We also have a suggestion from Mr. Tom Bodden

12

that would -- could affect valuation, which is allow

13

for a tax deferred structure through dedicated liens

14

where property owners can defer some of their tax

15

until they sell or dispose of their property! and

16

that is in his testimony! I believe.

17

checked with the -- our sister County of Hawaii! and

18

they allow their homeowners to dedicate their

19

property for five or ten years and receive a freeze

20

in valuation.

21

that I believe Mr. Lo gave and I think Ms. Skog

22

verified! provide for more tax classifications and

23

let the restrictions in the classification affect

24

the market valuation! which we have done with the

25

Maui High Tech Park.

We have

Or we could also look at an example
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The other thing that I have been tinkering

2

about, and this, again, would just defer the

3

valuation movement, is to allow homeowners to use

4

the lower of current valuation or a five-year moving

5

average to determine the current year tax, which is

6

you're taking a smaller deferral and using a

7

five-year moving average.

8

but it's something how -- you know like the Water

9

Department uses for their 12-month moving average

And the numbers may be

10

for the water calculation/ it's

11

similar to that application.

12

in theory it's

And of course today we heard two new things,

13

TEL, total expenditure limitations, as well as the

14

acquisit"ion valuation system to replace the market

15

value program.

16

things that we need to put models at and scenarios

17

and for us to corne up with advantages,

18

disadvantages/ but if I can surmise to you, Members,

19

and say that if the key is that the community's

20

saying we want to pay less taxes, then there will be

21

less to go around for non-mandated services.

22

Mr. Nishiki.

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

So obviously there's going to be

Yeah.

This is getting really big

24

now, Riki, because you covered a lot of stuff, and I

25

guess I see where you're pointing out to us today
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1

what we're going to need to address in regards to

2

collective bargaining and showing that we're going

3

to need to raise money to address these concerns.

4

Then you brought up to us if we were to freeze the

5

taxes, there's going to be a loss of $4 million in

6

revenue.

7

that you've addressed.
I think the other side of the picture that

8

9

I think that's one side of the picture

you've not addressed or you have but you've not

10

gotten any figures, for whatever reason -- and this

11

is where I don't know if you want to or not, and

12

this is my concern.

13

areas of what has been proposed and ensure that

14

there will not be -- there will be a loss in

15

revenues, but we've not really looked at perhaps

16

what the outcome was if we -- and I'm not sold on it

17

yet, but if we assess properties on when the

18

property sold.

19

told me whether that is achievable or not.

20

even told me that that is not a direction or policy

21

that we should take.

Because we can pick certain

And nobody's told me -- nobody's
Nobody's

And so you're not going to sell me short by

22
23

saying that that should not be the direction,

24

because we've not really had this discussion.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Exactly.
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VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

And so my question is when are we

2

going to have this discussion, number one?

3

achievable?

4

discuss any of this yet, and I'm anxious to hear

5

that.

6

that they've heard a lot of these discussions, maybe

7

we need to hear from them on timing what is

8

achievable and what is not.

9

Is it

And we've not heard Administration

But I think that early on -- and maybe now

But I know that as this Council, you brought

10

up home exemption, Circuit Breaker Credit as an area

11

that we can deal with today perhaps.

12

whether it's a plus or a minus, but if we feel that

13

that should be the policy, fine, whether it's going

14

to be a plus or minus in revenues.

15

to poo poo anything, because I think that there may

16

be an area that we can recognize.

17

that we've done this, or the Administration has

18

brought up to us, on where we can recognize

19

additional revenues and how quickly those programs

20

or policy can take place.

21

I don't know

But I don't want

And I don't think

And I think, because you've hit a lot of

22

areas, maybe we need you and the Staff with some

23

discussion with the Administration to see what is

24

achievable near term and what is not achievable.

25

But my curiosity is still with this assessment being
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1

made at the time the property is sold, and you've

2

heard me say, well, it may be not fair to the new

3

horne buyers, but I'm not ready to throw it out the

4

window, and I don't know when that is achievable.

5

So I've covered a lot of stuff, but --

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

Mr. Nishiki.
Yeah.

I can say everything that a member or a

testifier has put on the table is still there.

10

Nothing has been eliminated.

11

decisions to the reduce the considerations.

12

Everything is open and will remain so until we as a

13

majority of this Committee choose not to.

14

everything is still there, everything, including the

15

one that you believe mayor may not have merit.

16

We have made no

But

We

·will allow the Department to give comment, but while

17

you heard me give seven points -- and for some of

18

you, you may think I've expanded it, all that seven,

19

to me, just affects one of the five points that I

20

say we should be looking at, and that's valuation.

21

I'm not adding new things to the original

22

five of classification, exemption, rates,

23

enforcement, and valuation.

24

items that cannot -- that can affect valuation,

25

which is things such as a cap on annual appreciation

I just gave you seven
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1

increases and things like that, what will impact

2

those things, but I did share with you additional

3

expenditures, as we're aware of

4

agreements, whether it be collective bargaining or

5

those that came from the retirement system trustees,

6

of what the County will be required to ante up.

7

I share this because I think it's important when we

8

discuss all of the things that are on the table and

9

how we're going to address them to bring

10

throu~h

legal

And

improvements into the system.
I will continue -- and I have heard no one

11
12

dispute the fact that we believe we can do

13

improvements, and so we'll move in that general

14

direction regardless.

15

improvements in the system.

16

while I have allowed the discussion to go through on

17

the five areas, what I have done from the original

18

discussions when we started this process was on the

19

two things we've heard that we felt was achievable.

20

So we

21

Staff to put forth those two draft ordinances.

22

Okay, and we can do more.

23

going to be the Committee's decision.

We will put forth
Okay.

And we have --

through the Committee I have directed the

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We can do less.

It's

Thank you.

Okay, Mr. Regan, you've heard Mr. Nishiki's
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1

comments, if you or Mr. Okumura have any comments at

2

this time, or would you defer that?

3

know, your decision, sir.

4

MR. REGAN:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. REGAN:

7

8
9

That is, you

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Regan.

Did you want me to make opening comments or

did you want me to address -CHAIR HOKAMA:

Opening comments or if you have a response

to Mr. Nishiki's question about timing and what you

10

believe can be done in a -- within a short time

11

frame.

12

MR. REGAN:

Certainly, Chair.

I understand that time is

13

kind of of the essence here, so I'll just address

14

Mr. Nishiki's concerns.

15

in terms of the time frame to implement any changes

16

that we may be faced with, and I believe that the

17

last time they were here Lance had addressed that

18

maybe on a broad scale when he said that it may take

19

up to a year, but obviously depends on the

20

complexity of the change that's presented to the

21

Department.

22

shouldn't take -- I mean, if it's easy, maybe a

23

week.

24

complexity, and I can't give you a time frame

25

specifically, unless you present to me what it is

I know that he was speaking

If it's an easy change, yeah, it

I don't know.

I mean it just depends on the
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that you want to change.

If you present that to me,

2

then I can come back to you and say this is how long

3

this will take to implement this type of a process.

4

I also heard Member Nishiki speaking about

5

Proposition 13, also in regards to the capping of

6

the property values, and, you know, I cannot really

7

speak for the Administration per se, other than

8

we're always open to listening to what is out there

9

and on the table, as Mr. Nishiki stated as well, as

10

the Council is, as well as you, Mr. Chair.

I know

11

you're open to whatever ideas that the public comes

12

up with, as well as your Staff and other Council

13

members and even the Department, so nothing is out

14

the door with the Administration, I can tell you

15

that.

16

just trying to recall exactly what -- Member

17

Nishiki, I apologize, but if you can refresh me on a

18

couple other points that you wanted me to address,

19

I'd be more than happy to --

If you're asking me -- and I think -- I'm

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

MR. REGAN:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Sure.

I don't know if that covers -Mr. Ni,shiki.
You know my frustration sometimes

And

24

with this Administration, you know what it is?

25

I'll be -- I'll be real honest, and I've mentioned
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this to you before, maybe not on the record.

2

know, if there are certain programs that -- I don't

3

profess to know everything in the Property Tax

4

Division.

5

know, and you hear it being brought up today.

6

frustrates me -- and I hope we can be more honest

7

about it -- is if there are some things that you see

8

that perhaps can help, please bring it up to us.

9

You

You guys have all that information, you
What

You know, I think this is the problem that

10

we're so afraid of these days.

11

reason, I don't know.

12

Nishiki thinks, so therefore, you know, I'm going to

13

get him on the record and he's going to pay for it

14

during election time.

15

If it's this Council's policy that we're going to

16

accept from someone in Administration, it's -- what

17

you say does not reflect Alan.

18

Because the Council eventually is going to set that

19

policy, Mr. Chairman.

20

And for whatever

It's like, oh, it was Wayne

I couldn't care less, okay?

I don't care.

You know, and so I would hope that we can

21

look at it from that manner and then bring out some

22

issues here.

23

come on, come up with some answers to our high rate

24

of taxes that we're paying, and -- and I think that

25

the Chairman really wants to, but I think that you

Because you see people are telling us,
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1

guys need to tell us, hey, you know, maybe we can

2

look at this issue and possibly crunch some numbers

3

and come up with some answers.
You know, like today maybe you can look at,

4
5

oh, this thing that COMET brought up was a new

6

assessment being made at the time when the property

7

is sold, you know, that's a policy decision that

8

this Council's going to

9

know

mak~,

but at least we

because Riki has brought up, look, these are

10

what we need to cover as far as ways in which to

11

raise revenues, and we surely don't want to use the

12

old system and raise property taxes again.

13

You know, I think it was hard, you know.

I think.

But if you say we can look at this new

14
15

assessment thing, it wouldn't are hard.

16

could tell us, look, it would be hard to look at it

17

from this point today, then fine.

18

is achievable and what is not, Riki.

19

need go back and look at it, fine, but, you know,

20

it's frustration to kind of pull teeth for whatever

21

reason.

22

achievable, what is not, this way I think you will

23

help us a lot is all lim saying.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Or you

Just tell us what
And if you

You know, just tell us from a point what is

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.
Mr. Regan, any comment at this time?
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MR. REGAN:

You know, Mr. Chair, if I may, it's just that

2

nothing is unachievable yet.

I mean each one of

3

these items that have been presented to us can be

4

implemented at some -- in some way or form.

5

that's my point, is until we kind of figure out what

6

direction we want to take, then I can come back to

7

you, you know, and say that r yes r if you give me a

8

list that says these are the things that we want to

9

look at, can you please in the -- you know, in the

So

10

best of your ability tell me which one of these will

11

be the easiest to implement or which one of these

12

have -- present the pros and cons of each one of

13

these particular, you know, changes and then -- and

14

then present them to us.

15

that we can -- we can do.

16

not going to not work with the Council.

17

want to do this.

18

we're looking at and we can give you that answer.

19

I'll give you that answer.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I mean, that's something
I mean the Department is
I mean we

We want tOr but present
to us what
",

Then, Members, what I will then recommend

21

to you at this point in time is to allow the Chair,

22

if there is no objections by you, the Members of

23

this Committee, I will ask for your support to allow

24

the Chair with the Staff, Committee Staff, to make

25

some certain assumptions so that we can work with
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1

the Department of Finance to develop those models

2

and present to you the pros and cons and the

3

potential dollar impacts to some of the scenarios

4

that you have either -- will be requesting or that

5

came through testimony, okay.

6

to know the pros and cons and what the dollar impact

7

is on the acquisition value system, we're going

8

to

9

certain type of specific information to work it that

10

Because if you want

then we're going to need to work and get

way.

11

If you want to model on what would be the 2

12

percent roll back and then add the -- I mean go to

13

roll back and then do the 2 percent, I gave you the

14

4 million, but we can show you how through the years

15

that that works, as well as if we do a model on a

16

freeze this year, then we can do a model and give

17

you the pros and cons and the dollar amounts of what

18

we foresee, and we will put out the points of under

19

what assumptions we will be working at.

20

Because there's a lot of assumptions,

21

Members.

You know, are we going to work with the

22

current inventory of what is out there now and not

23

include the future additions to the inventory of

24

single family and all these other properties?

25

so we will have it laid out so you know how we will
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1

be arriving at certain results.

2

be okay, Members, before I ask for the -- if there

3

are any objections, any comments to the Chair's

4

suggestion?

5

And so if that will

Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

The only things that I'd ask you

6

to include in that would be based on the comments

7

you made earlier about the 2 1/2, I think you

8

referred to an increase of 2 1/2 percent operating

9

budget like in the areas of collective bargaining.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, no, what I said was that with the three

11

items that I shared with you regarding fire

12

fighters' increase, police, and retirement system,

13

that amount of $6.1 million currently equates to

14

approximately 2.2 percent of the existing operating

15

budget.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

For the whole County.

For the whole County.
Oh, okay.

It's not an -- I just want you to be able

20

to relate that three items to the current

21

operational budget, and that is 2.2 percent.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Well, then, understanding

23

that, one of the things that I would ask you, then,

24

is to work back, figure out what is the anticipated

25

increase that -- or approximately what that budget
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1

increase would be over last year's budget to cover

2

that type of item and use that as one of your

3

scenarios, whereby let's say if we were to cap

4

people that have homeowners exemptions, for example,

5

and let's just cap that at let's say the

6

freeze it or cap it at 2 1/2 percent and then

7

everybody else that didn't fall in the homeowners

8

exemption, what would it take in terms of our

9

revenues in order to achieve that result that would

10

cover those budget items.

11

making myself clear, but --

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

either

I don't know if I'm

We'll work - - we'll work with all of you to

13

take into account your comments.

14

no objections, the Staff will be contacting you for

15

clarifications so that we -- you know, the

16

information we do get working with Mr. Regan and his

17

personnel and Mr. Okumura and his Division, we'll be

18

able to get that information to you as well as

19

anticipated numbers, whether it be good or bad.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And, again, with

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I'll just

21

put -- I'll work with the Staff, then, and put the

22

things that I would like to see how the numbers work

23

out, then, in the direction that I'd like to go.

24

Thank you.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Kane.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Just a clarification, Mr. Chair, from

your comments.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Roll back to 2000 with a 2 percent

5

cap would equate to a $4 million shortfall from our

6

existing what we have.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

have --

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

That is our current estimate that we

And that does not include the $6.1

million that you just talked about; is that correct?

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's correct.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So now we're looking at a 10.1

13

million just on -- if we were to roll back to 2000,

14

2 percent cap, and then take into consideration what

15

we know is coming down the road at the next budget

16

discussion, which is in March or April, so just

17

those three items alone without taking anything else

18

into consideration, we're already looking at if we

19

were to do that, we'd be at 10.1 million back.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Adjustment, correct.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That's right.

So thank you for bringing that

22

information forward, and I just wanted to kind of

23

connect the dots so people can see that's what we're

24

going to be talking about if we were to act

25

decisively on this one.

Move forward, go, let's do
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1

it, so we've got to deal with the 10.1 million

2

shortfall.

3

The other point -- and, Mr. Chair, I'm

4

delighted to support you on getting those models

5

prepared, and I think that's important that we get

6

that and as soon as we can have it back in front of

7

us so we can have the discussion.

8

not be drawn into frustration about the

9

Administration coming forward on giving us

I for one will

10

information.

11

legislative body who sets the pace and the policy to

12

go out and get that information based on what we

13

want to see what we can achieve, and I think by

14

taking the steps that you're suggesting, getting the

15

models in front of us and looking at those options

16

is going to allow us to take that direction and

17

direct the Administration to take the necessary

18

steps to implement it.

19

I think it's up to us as the

The Administration is not the policy-making

20

body, so we shouldn't get frustrated at them having

21

all this information and not giving anything to us.

22

No, it doesn't work like that.

23

give it up.

24

responsibility.

25

the policy.

I'm not going to

I'm not going to give away our
That's our responsibility to make

That's what we got elected to do,
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1

policy making, legislators.

2

coming forward, getting those -- let's get those

3

things on the table, let's have the discussion, and

4

let's make the decision the way we're supposed to

5

make the decision and take some direction.

6

you.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

One second.

So I applaud you for

Let me -- you will all have

8

your opportunity.

9

questions from the Chair's recommendation?

10

Thank

Mr. Carroll, any comments or

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Just that I feel much more

11

comfortable having the different proposals and being

12

able to tell the difference from them.

13

feel like a blind man in a dark closet.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

ALL:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Right now I

That's pretty dark, Bob.

Laughter.
That's a good one.

That's a very interesting image,

18

Mr. Carroll.

19

what you're saying and I'appreciate it, and again,

20

the Chair -- the Chair will move forward to get as

21

much information and data for each of you.

22

Mr. Pontanilla.

23

But I appreciate -- no, I understand

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

In regards

24

to your models, I guess you're going to be looking

25

at the five points that you earlier told us in
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1

regards to classification, valuation, exemption

2

rates, as well as enforcement; am I correct to

3

understand that?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We will do as many models as we need to to

5

present that information to you, okay.

And that's

6

why -- as I recall, and if you recall, Members, when

7

we did at the last meeting talk about enforcement

8

and the Circuit Breaker Credit, we heard the

9

Department's comments and then it will come back to

10

us, enforcement is critical to compliance.

But to

11

get compliance, the level of enforcement determines

12

upon the resources the nine of us will provide.

13

that is on the assumption, now, that whatever is

14

given is being utilized to a level and degree of

15

efficiency that is satisfactory not only to us but

16

to the taxpayer.

And

17

And I know I keep adding all these other

18

things like efficiency and what not, but if you

19

believe the County's operating efficiently at this

20

time, and we all know we alIt including uS

21

those incremental adjustments to improve, but still

22

is at a reasonable level of providing the level of

23

service to the community, then if you want us to

24

have increased enforcement to get that dollars to

25

enforcement, then we're going to need to listen to
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1

the Department and consider their request seriously

2

in a few months to give them the additional

3

resources r and we can do it that way.

4

already know that enforcement is an area that we

5

want improvement inr so we can do that model too.

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

And againr we will look at ways of what it

~ake

8

may

9

forward their request.

10

And we

in resources r but the department has put

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Good.

Yeah r because we heard

11

this morning that -- that one woman that testified

12

in regards tOr you know r doing independent

13

appraisals, you know r something like that probably

14

would help in regards to true valuations of

15

properties r but thank your Chair.

16
17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

yeahr and give you the advantages r disadvantages.
Staff r you had a question?

18

19

Againr we'll look at the pros and cons r

MR. TAGUCHI:

Just a couple of things.

In developing

20

models r you know r we can develop models that

21

fluctuate rate and base years and things like that r

22

but to be

23

you know, if we -- if the Chair could probably have

24

the ability to utilize Fiscal Year end 2004 numbers

25

more as a base.

cons~stentr

I would like the ability

Also -- also using possibly the
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1

current 2004 rates will give us a -- we need a

2

comparative basis to look at all of these different

3

models.

4

long as we can make those assumptions, then I think

5

it might be a little clearer in terms of how we're

6

going to go forward.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So we need to make some assumptions, and as

Very good point.

Okay, Members, you clear

8

on that?

We'll base it off of this current year's

9

numbers and rates so that when we corne up with the

10

modeled information of each option, you know what

11

we're comparing it, and that will be to -- compared

12

to this year.

13

the Chair's request?

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay, Mr. Nishiki, any questions on

You know the other five areas that

15

you pointed out, are we -- are we looking at looking

16

at these areas --

I

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, we are.

18

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

-- for this year?

I mean the one

19

that hits me is agriculture.

20

energy into that area as far as assessments?

21

CHAIR HOKA.MA:

Are we going to put

Well, it depends on what we want to do.

If

22

the -- one of the suggestions was what Mr. Regan has

23

already done under the apartment category, then we

24

can send forth a communication by resolution or by

25

letter from the Chairman requesting that we will be
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1

very supportive if they would consider in that

2

category to send out the same forms that they did

3

for the apartment pprtion l we could do it that way.

4

I mean

5

specific area.

l

it depends what you folks want to do in that

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

But I'm open to all of those.

8

Mr. Regan is here

9

already today.

10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

l

And since

you know, he's heard the comments

Okay.

Mr. Molina.
Yeah, Chairman, I appreciate the

13

direction you're taking, and I think it's the

14

appropriate, you know, manner you're going forward.

15

The only thing I ask that it be as reader friendly

16

as possible and presumably done in a matrix form,

17

for those of us that are stuck in that closet that

18

Mr. Carroll referred to earlier.

19

important for the general public -- be made as

20

understandable as much as possible for the general

21

public to know about the pros and cons and that

22

quick fixes are not -- you know, you need to put a

23

lot of thought into this.

24

just can't take decisive action today.

25

complex situation.

And I think it's

This is something you

So I think if what's produced by
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1

your Staff can be, you know, put out in a fashion

2

where the lay person can understand it, then they

3

can realize that this is not something that you can

4

just, you know, change overnight.

5

time.

6

that we'll be giving out to the Committee, Chairman.

7

Thank you.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It will take

So I look forward to your Staff's information

And thank you for that comment.

I think

allowing us to use the 2004 as the base for

10

comparison and possibly in a matrix form, we'll do

11

the best as possible, because I would not like us to

12

get into a situation where we're covering the wound

13

and stopping the blood outside and we're still going

14

to die because we're still hemorrhaging on the

15

inside.

16

patient still dies.

17

You know, it doesn't make sense.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

The

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I think I am

18

so overwhelmed at this point because there is just

19

so much that we need to take a look at and to get

20

clarity on and get understanding of.

21

your direction, Mr. Chair, for me .will provide the

22

opportunity to take a look comparatively to see what

23

possibly can and may not work, and I look forward to

24

your Staff's models so we would be able to be a

25

little more effective, because right now I share

So your
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space in Mr. Carroll's closet as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Okay, I think all the

members had an opportunity to give a comment.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Thank you.

Mr. Chair, just one final --

Sure, Mr. Kane.
Just to add on.

Sure.
On the enforcement side, I know -- I

think the return of rate that we've shown, the

10

180,000 that I think Mr. Regan talked about with the

11

condo, so there was some return already based on

12

what we put out, what we got back, and that was at

13

that point in time.

14

that

15

thought it was part of the docket.

16

It's kind of a thick docket that we have on this

17

item.

18

emphasizes kind of perjury stuff?

19

language -- and just for clarity that, you know,

20

you're answering and basically what you're saying

21

here is, you know, so help me, the truth, the whole

22

truth, and that you can under perjury of law, or

23

whatever under law, that if you perjure yourself

24

that you can cause some problems for yourself.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I was trying to look for

that actual survey that was sent out.

I

It might be.

Is there language in there that kind of
There is in

Mr. Director.
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MR. REGAN:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, I don't have the form exactly

2

with me to give you the exact wording, but there is

3

language in there when you sign.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MR. REGAN:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

I just wanted that clarity.

You're certifying -- you're certifying.
And then also, you know, what

7

Mr. Nishiki brought up about the ag part, I think at

8

our next meeting, Mr. Chair, I don't know if you

9

want to also ask and incorporate into your question

10

from this body to put forward -- put forward a

11

resolution that would encourage the -- the Finance

12

office to come forward with

13

that we would be supportive of that endeavor.

14

it seems like we already have a return on just the

15

condo ones, so it seems like there's already

16

realized -- realize the monies there.

17

Yeah, thank you.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

or move forward and
And

Thank you.

On that comment, Members, from Mr. Kane,

19

the Chair can do two things.

One is we can have

20

Staff develop a resolution that I will be

21

bringing -- I can bring back to Committee for

22

review, or what I can do more quickly is to write a

23

letter as your Chairman to Mr. Regan stating the

24

same things that we have just shared on the floor in

25

Mr. Regan's presence and put that request already
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1

forward.

2

moved forward on the apartment portion without any

3

communication or directive from Council t SOt you

4

know t if you folks are comfortable that waYt the

5

Chair can have a letter drafted quickly and I can

6

send it forward that waYt or if you wish t we can do

7

it the formal route and go resolution.

8
9

10

As you know t Mr. Regan and his Division

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
both.

Mr. Kane.

I would ask the body to consider

I would ask the body to consider you having a

letter sent and then a resolution --

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

To follow up.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- with the basic time frame that we

13

utilize in our process t to have a resolution put

14

forward t and that way that the resolution backs up

15

the intent of the letter that was sent.

16

you know t 20 years from now there's going to be a

17

reso there versus just a letter.

18

if it's too much work --

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And t againt

Anyway that's

You know what t after hearing things from

20

all of you and -- Ms. Johnson and yourself t and that

21

is whYt Members t I am a very hard Chairman when it

22

comes to Committee reports.

23

detailed on good legislation the intent of the

24

Committee or the Council so that when people down

25

the road want to figure out what the hell the law is

It should be very
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1

and what it meant

2

guess what they -- what we thought.

3

informed of what we based our decision and why we

4

based it, under what situations.

5

have Committee reports.

6

as Chairmans will use that report as a tool to help

7

clarify legislative intent.

8

times we do not write laws as simply and plain

9

English as the constitution requires us to.

I

they can find it and not have to
They will be

And that is why we

And I would hope all of you

Because I guess at

So with no objections, the Chair will move

10
11

forward on those two items under the -- for the

12

agricultural portion.

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any objections?

No obj ections.

Any objections to the Chair moving forward

15

with the Staff to move forward different models to

16

be developed under various scenarios and

17

assumptions?

18

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No obj ections.

Okay, thank you.

Before we leave this and

20

take care of the final business of BF-19 and 23,

21

Members, I will share with you that -- Lance, did we

22

pass out that N-848 form?

23

that I will have Staff share with you is a form

24

called N-848.

25

under the portion when we -- so that when we do get

Okay.

One of the things

And I would like you to look at that
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1

to it, and we will, Members, I can assure you that,

2

under the Circuit Breaker and homeowners ordinances,

3

the State of Hawaii Department of Taxation has a

4

form that allows for a power of attorney, and the

5

County as one tool can consider, through legislation

6

and would have to work with the State Legislature,

7

to be given a limited power of attorney as it

8

regards to inspect certain confidential tax

9

information that the County can use to verify

10

certain exemptions that will be granted to

11

taxpayers.

12

And I just want you to look at it, consider

13

it, and again, we will not be making any decisions

14

on it, but it's a tool that the Department could

15

utilize to ensure compliance with the intention of

16

our laws and our exemptions.

17

to ask every taxpayer to turn in a copy of their tax

18

form to -- and have Lance inundated with every year

19

21,000 copies of tax, but they can do, like our

20

auditors, spot checking and pullout certain ones

21

and, again, we will have the permission of the

22

taxpayer through a limited power of attorney which

23

allows only to view certain areas that -- as it

24

relates to our Administration of our program.

25

that is just a consideration and I want you to

Because I would hate
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1

consider it, because I would like eventually for us

2

to talk about the two proposed bills for an

3

ordinance, Members, and I will drive that on the

4

next Committee meeting.
So please, again, I know testimony takes

5
6

time, but I thought it was important for us to

7

consider to allow them to share their thoughts, and

8

we will continue, although moving slowly, we will

9

make progress nonetheless.

10

ask for a deferral on this item?

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

Any comments before I

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
I don I t know if your Staff had

comment on that N-848 form.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

MR. TAGUCHI:

Oh.

Lance.

Just a quick comment.

You know, I believe

17

the Finance Department is looking into the

18

possibility of utilizing this form.

19

not to place -- to place as little burden on the

20

21,000 or so homeowners that are properly filed, and

21

the idea is being that if you can do this, then you

22

could possibly run a tape with the Social Security

23

numbers of the homeowners against the State of

24

Hawaii Department of Taxation records and get

25

exceptions.

The idea was to

Those exceptions can be looked into.
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1

But it's not -- you know, it's going to depend a lot

2

upon the State of Hawaii Department of Taxation

3

whether or not this can be done, and I believe

4

Director Reagan is starting that evaluation.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYI

thank you, Lance.

Also, Members,

6

if -- let me strike that.

When you have the time, I

7

would also ask for you to review prior to the next

8

meeting portions of Chapter 3 of the Maui County

9

Code, 3.48.010, which is for our Departments, the

10

Director

11

under letter

12

consideri H, inspection and examination of real

13

propertYi I, recommendations for legislationi KI

14

rules and regulationsi and L, compromises.

15

3.48.020, hearings and subpoena.

16

already through code canl if need be, take the real

17

property tax concern to the Second Circuit Court.

18

So just be aware of the powers that we give the

19

Department of Finance through its Director.

20

Mr. Nishiki.

21

l

duties and responsibilities.

We have

E forms that the Department can

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Under

The Director

Yeah, and why -- I think that is

22

important.

I have not read the entire code itself.

23

You know, it was brought up today about this home

24

exemption situation, and I know in prior

25

Administrations -- and I heard that it was a
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1

directive from an Administrator -- that the Property

2

Tax Division had given within a certain time, I

3

think when the visitor industry was down, an edict

4

for them to adjust what the hotels would pay in

5

property taxes and the -- and resulting in lost

6

revenues.

7

gone under had we not given them that special

8

discount, but these kinds of things that have

9

impacts on the County's budget I think we should

I don't know if the hotels would have

10

find out from this Administration if they have

11

implemented any of these so-called use of their

12

powers to impact revenues either way plus or minus.

13

But I know it had been done in a prior

14

Administration and I was surprised to find out, and

15

it meant a reduction in revenues, because the hotels

16

had been given special treatment.

17

exactly what it was.

18

but for another day.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I can't remember

Lance could probably tell us,

Yeah, and again Thank you.

You can review that part under L of

22

3.48.010, less than $500, if there's a claim, Corp.

23

Counsel would need to agree and approve.

24

it is over $500 of that claim consideration, then

25

the Finance Director must and is required to receive
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1

the approval of the Council.

Okay, if there's no

2

other items or comments on 22 at this time, the

3

Chair will be deferring Item 22.

Any objections?

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

No objections.

5

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused:

MJM and CMT)

6

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, that item will be deferred.

Thank

8

you very much, Mr. Regan, Mr. Okumura, for your

9

presence here today.

10

ITEM NO. 19:

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR 2004
BUDGET RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
WORKS AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS (KIHEI
WASTEWATER RECLAMATION FACILITY ACCESS
IMPROVEMENTS) (C.C. No. 03-266)

ITEM NO. 23:

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT AMENDMENT FOR
THE WASTEWATER FUND (KIHEI WASTEWATER
RECLAMATION FACILITY STORAGE LANE FROM
PIILANI) (C.C. No. 03-72)

11

12
13
14
15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We will take on now Item 19 and 23.

I

17

think we can do this quite quickly, Members, go

18

through a review of the considerations.

19

are related,Members.

20

that has -- the request is for $100,000.

21

has been informed that the project has already been

22

completed, so of course you know how I feel about

23

things like that.

24

change under 19, consideration on page 3 under total

25

operating -- appropriations.

19 and 23

BF-19 is for project work
The Chair

Let's see, there is a recommended

The amount that should
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be deleted is going to change from 271,091,180 to

2

270,991,180, and that's under Item 19.

3

is from the Budget Director, Mr. Agsalog, and we

4

also have present Director Coloma-Agaran from Public

5

Works, as well as the support Staff if need be.
Budget Director, any comments, please?

6

7

The request

MR. AGSALOG:

Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and Members of the

8

Committee, and you have addressed the request in a

9

proper way, meaning the request is -- the work has

10

been done and also the correction that you made,

11

it's -- that's the number, as I worked with your

12

Staff, so if you have other question, I'd be more

13

than happy to answer or direct the question to our

14

Director of Public Works or the Staff also.

15
16
17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Director of Public Works,

any comments for the Committee, please?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yes.

Just to give you a little bit of

18

background on the chronology of what happened, I --

19

this left-hand turn lane off of Piilani going into

20

the wastewater plant has been something that the

21

Department's been looking at for a while.

22

before road widening took place, this was one of the

23

areas that slowed down the traffic, and so it's been

24

something that's been contemplated by the Department

25

for some time now.
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When State DOT came out with its initial

2

plans and the environmental impact statement for the

3

project, I think the Wastewater Division did point

4

out that they thought a left-hand turn would be

5

useful, but it did take a while before State DOT was

6

willing to incorporate that into their plans, and

7

they were only willing to do that once the County

8

and one of the other users were willing to fund that

9

left-hand turn lane.

That agreement wasn't reached

10

until sometime in 2002 and they actually did I think

11

a change order for the plans for the project.

12

The construction did start on this portion of

13

the work sometime I think in February of 2003.

14

last Administration, in looking at funding this

15

project, thought -- it turned out mistakenly that

16

they wouldn't need to come in with a supplemental

17

budget request, that there was a way to fund the

18

project without amending the previous budget.

19

it was discovered that that wasn't so, we did make a

20

request for a supplemental budget request in I think

21

February, shortly after the work had actually

22

started in this portion of the road widening.

23

The road widening was completed in

The

When

I think

24

that portion was in March or so, in March of 2003.

25

Meanwhile, our supplemental budget request
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unfortunately got caught up in the budget process

2

and the money that was earmarked for that

3

supplemental request ended up being incorporated in

4

the new budget and so we did have to come back in

5

with this second supplemental budget request, which

6

is BF-19.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Director.

Mr. Molina is

8

excused.

9

so anyone else wish to have questions or comments?

10
11

He had to leave for a very valid reason,

Mr. Nishiki.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, I just want to comment just

12

because I passed it the other day, Gil, and you know

13

l've been against that left-turn lane, and I see the

14

kind of vehicles that make that left-turn lane,

15

which are slow moving tractor-trailer trucks that

16

have a low gear ratio.

17

Mr. Chairman, just because I think it's an accident

18

ready to happen.

19

putting more traffic lights, but just this morning,

20

Gil, driving by there, cones out, I mean, they've

21

got to hire for safety reasons -- and, you know, 1'm

22

glad they're doing it -- somebody to direct traffic

23

out there so that these trucks can make that

24

left-turn lane.

25

what's going to happen when it gets -- two weeks

And just for the record,

And, you know, 1'm not happy about

Because, I mean, you can imagine
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1

from now when the visitors are here.

It's going to

2

be a mess if whatever is going on there continues to

3

go on

which is moving sludge or whatever.

l

It's a real safety hazard.

4

I pity the person

5

that has to stand in that roadway and direct that

6

traffic to make it so that these trucks can finally

7

make the turn into it.

8

concern

9

that's having to direct that traffic and put his or

l

Mr. Agaran

l

It's just a -- a safety

that I have for that person

10

her life out to allow a safety turn.

11

people are driving 65, 70 miles an hour and if

12

somebody's got to stop because a truck's going and

13

people knowing that there's no traffic light there

14

I don't know

15

happen.

16

what you have to say about the safety concern

17

I mean

18

hiring that person to make a left turn and put cones

19

this morning?

l

l

Tell you what

I

l

I guess I just know it's going to

Let me be a predictor.

And I don't know
l

Gil.

is that the County that's having to pursue

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director.

21

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I believe that's probably been done by

22

one of the other users of that road.

23

there's a number of baseyards that have been allowed

24

to be used by different construction companies.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I believe

But I think we also discussed this
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1

in Public Works Committee when we throw out the

2

ideas of underpass or an overpass or another way of

3

handling -- handling that requirements and not

4

stopping traffic on Piilani.

5

right down the line.

6

Department?

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, I'll be moving

Mr. Mateo, questions for the

No.

Ms. Johnson?

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No.

Mr. Kane?
Just a question.

Mr. Agaran

12

mentioned that there's other users that have been

13

allowed to go back in there, so have they taken any

14

responsibility for costs of this turn lane?

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

paying?

18

Mr. Director.

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Or is the County the sole person

The costs are being borne by

19

Goodfellow Brothers and the County.

20

Goodfellow Brothers is actually paying more towards

21

the cost of the left-hand turn.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I think

And there may not be a tie to this,

23

but the million dollars that we used to pay our

24

share -- our generosity to the State to pay a

25

million dollars towards that four-lane -- the
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1

restriping effort, that was -- that agreement was

2

before, during, or after the discussion on this one

3

for the turn lane and the County paying?

4

wasn't incorporated -- in hindsight, too bad it

5

wasn't incorporated.

6

million dollars for help you restripe so we can move

7

along with this effort to, you know, to get Piilani

8

going, but since we're talking about this left-hand

9

turn over here, I think we should incorporate that

Too bad it

Hey, we're going to give you

10

so we don't have to go pay on top of the million

11

dollars that we so generously gave to the State to

12

get their job done, we paid an additional 100,000.

13

So I -- just out of curiosity, was there a time

14

correlation with this that you know of, Mr. Agaran?

15

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

My understanding is that . agreement was

16

reached before -- before discussions actually got to

17

the point where this could be incorporated.

18

million dollars went towards the original design of

19

the improvements which did not include this

20

left-hand turn lane.

21

think they wanted someone else to pay for the

22

left-hand turn lane.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The

So in State DOT's view, I

Yeah, they wanted to grab our million

24

plus charge us for the left-hand turn.

25

clarity, because I'm just listening to what you said
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1

earlier in your comments on number -- sorry,

2

Mr. Chairman.

3

now, but 19, as you said, this ties in with Number

4

23?

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Number -- I know we're on Number 19

That's correct.
On Number 19 we received a request

7

February 14th from Mr. Agsalog, and I think

8

Mr. Agaran you said that work had already commenced

9

when this request came down; is that correct?

10
11

I'm

just verifying what you said earlier.
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

That's correct.

I believe the project

12

started before then, but the -- the project work in

13

this particular area I think started about a week or

14

so before that request was sent down.

\

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And the justification for not coming

16

to us before that work commenced was because they

17

felt they had existing money in existing pot to get

18

the work done and then after that they fell short so

19

that's where the change came in?

20

explain?

21

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Can you try to

It's a little bit more complicated.

I

22

think there was -- there was a belief that -- that

23

the money existed and could be done as an amendment

24

to that agreement with the State, the million dollar

25

agreement, and did not require an amendment.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Because it was in the same program?
Right.

But it turned out that the

3

funds that were earmarked for that turned out to be

4

actually -- I believe when somebody looked at it

5

closely, that it was capital improvement project

6

monies that had been specifically authorized for

7

specific projects.

8

be re-appropriated.

9

require an amendment, at which point,

10

So because of that, it did
then~

we did

make a request to have the amendment sent down.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

So that money actually needed to

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chair

Mr. Carroll, questions?

Mr. Pontanilla?

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

Brother

18

in here it says that the County has agreed to fund

19

up to 100,000.

20

and what -- what specifically did you agree with

21

for Good Brother -- Goodfellow Brothers to pay?

22

Mr. Chairman, I think that when I heard him earlier,

23

I thought that Goodfellow was going to pay part of

24

the 100,000, but it seems like it's probably we

25

paying 100,000 and Goodfellow paying --

Mr. Nishiki, anything else?
You know, Gil, you say that Good

Goodfellow Brothers also anted up.

I see

What is the total cost of this lane
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

More than that.

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Who knows what.

Isn't this true?

Yeah( you're correct.

The County's

4

the County pledged to pay up to 100(000.

5

my understanding, is -- was over $200,000 for the --

6

for the improvements.

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

The cost(

Okay, thank you.

Okay.

Anything else on this item?

If not(

Members, the Chair will be recommending -- and we're

10

on Number 20 -- 19( passage to Council for first

11

reading a bill for an ordinance amending Fiscal Year

12

2004 Budget for the County of Maui as it pertains to

13

the Department of Public Works and Environmental

14

Management and capital improvement projects as well

15

as filing of this communication.

16

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

.COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Carroll.

20

yes, Tamara.

22

MS. KOLLER:

Before we go into this discussion,

I just wanted to check, did you say

revised -- bill as revised by Committee?

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MS. KOLLER:

25

Second.

I have a motion from Mr. Kane, seconded by

19

21

So moved.

No, I did not.
That was the one that we needed to have the

total operating appropriations numbers.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Oh, thank you.

Thank you for that.

Okay,

2

Members, the motion that I will -- is the bill as

3

revised, so are we clear on that?

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Moving on that.

Then I am accepting a motion on the bill

6

for an ordinance as revised for the FY 2004 Budget

7

that was made by Mr. Kane, seconded by Mr. Carroll.

8

Discussion?

9

Mr. Nishiki.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Just a matter of principle, I'm going

10

to be voting no.

11

here.

I'm concerned for the safety and --

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

I don't like what we're doing

We will state that concern in the report.
Thank you.

Anyone else wishing to give comment?

not, all in favor, say "aye."

16

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

VOTE: AYES:

20
21

If

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Opposed say "no."
No.

Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Mateo, Pontanilla, and Chair Hokama.
Vice-Chair Nishiki.
None.
None.
Councilmembers Molina and Tavares.

22

MOTION CARRIED.

23
ACTION:

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Recommending FIRST READING of revised
bill and FILING of communication.

Let the record show we have one no and two
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1

excused.

Mr. Molina and Ms. Tavares are excused.

2

Mr. Nishiki votes no.

Thank you.

Last item, Members, is BF 23, which was the

3

4

request for the 2003 budget as it relates to the

5

very same Piilani improvement, highway improvement.

6

Chair recommends filing of all communications

7

attached to BF-23.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So moved.
Second.

Motion by Mr. Kane, seconded by

11

Mr. Carroll.

Any discussion?

12

favor, say "aye."

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

VOTE: AYES:

18
19

Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Mateo, Pontanilla, Vice-Chair Nishiki,
and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmembers Molina and Tavares.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.

20

ACTION:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

Recommending FILING of communication.

Motion is carried.

announcements, Members?

23

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

All in

Opposed say "no."

16
17

Seeing none.

Any other

Mr. Carroll.

1 : 30 .

1: 30 we have a meeting for Mr. Carroll's

Committee.

Thank you.

If nothing else, thank you
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2
3

very much, Members.

I

This meeting is adjourned.

(Gavel) .
ADJOURN:

12: 26 p.m.
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